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SYNOPSIS

Structural and kinetic aspects of precipitation in

the systems Mg-Th and Ng=Nd , ,vith various ternary

additions, have been studied, using electron microscopy

and electrical resistivity techniques.

The sequence of precipitation in the Mg-Th alloy is

solid solution ~ {3" ~ {3.

Small additions of manganese and silver have little

affect on the precipitation process but additions of

zirconium and zinc alter the process significantly. The

{3" reaction is completely suppressed by an addition of

0.37& zinc and a phase not present in the binary system,

(3' Hg2Th, is formed as t"N"Opolymorphs in the zirconium

containing alloy.

The sequence of precipitation in the Hg-Nd system

is completely changed by the zinc addition. Alloys

containing Mg 2.8% Nd 1.3% Zn have the following

precipitation sequence

solid ~ Low temperature ~" ~ y
solution reaction --? plates II (0001) rods on (0001)

in (1120) & (1010)

The 10'\'1 temperature reaction has not been elucidated but

it occurs ,dth an activation energy approximating to that

of vacancy migration in magnesium, and may possibly be
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associated with short range order.
The structures of these various alloys have been

correlated with their creep and mechanical properties.
In particular, the creep properties of the Mg-Nd-Zn alloy
have been shol~ to be superior to those of the binary

~~-Nd alloy and the improvement has been attributed to
the y" phase restricting dislocation motion on the
{lOll} planes.
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INTRODUCTION

In contrast to the extensive knowledge of
strengthening by second phase particles in b.c.c. and
f.c.c. materials [1] comparatively little is known about
the mechanisms of precipitation and dispersion hardening
in h.c.p. materials. Of the common hexagonal metals,
titanium, magnesium and zinc are all used as the basis
of alloys for diverse applications. Magnesium, however,

is of particular interest because of its very low specific
gravity (approximately one-quarter that of steel and two-
thirds that of aluminium). Many components previously
made of denser materials can therefore be produced in

magnesium alloys with a substantial saving in weight.
The earlier disadvantages of magnesium alloys, such as
large grain size and poor corrosion resistance, have
largely been"overcome and magnesium is now the basis of
a 1arge number of commerciai alloys which are used in
both the cast and wrought condition. Development of
these a110ys has mainly been on an empirical basis and a
knowledse of the underlying factors concerned in the
strengthening effects of these additions is not known
for many of the alloy systems.

This thesis examines in detail the effect of various
ternary additions on the structural ageing characteristics

of the systems Mg-Th and Mg-Nd. These alloys, particularly
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Ng-Th, have been sho\-rnto have attractive high temperature

tensile and creep properties. High-purity binary alloys
have been previously studied and ShO\illto be of the age-
hardening type; in both cases a sequence of transition
precipitates has been established. The commercial alloys,
however, are more complex in that they contain a variety
of other elements. The effect of these impurity and
ternary addition elements on both the precipitation
characteristics and the mechanical properties of Mg-Th
and Mg-Nd alloys has been studied.

The first chapter deals with precipitation in a
general sense and is followed by a chapter devoted to a
revie\~ of'the literature on precipitation in magnesium
alloys, as they are of particular relevance to this thesis.
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CHAPTER 1

PRECIPITATION FRON SUPERSATURATED SOLID SOLUTIONS

1.1 Formation of Precipitates

The requirement for an alloy to be capable of
precipitation hardening is that it should show a
decreasing solid sol.ubility ,vith decrease in temperature.

If such an alloy is held at a temperature above the
sol.vustemperature, where it exists as a singl.ephase,
and is quenched rapidly from that temperature, a
metastabl.e, supersaturated solid solution will be formed.
The tendency wil.lbe for this metastable situation to
revert to the condition of lowest energy, that of a
saturated solid solution containing the equilibrium phase.
The driving force for such a reaction is the reduction in
volume free energy of the system. How'ever, opposing
this change is the energy associated with the surface of
the particl.e formed and the strain energy due to the

volumetr~c misfit between the precipitate and matrix.
These can take relatively large values and lead to
extremely high activation energies for the solid solution

to decompose directly to the equilibrium precipitate.

To counteract this effect transition phases are often
involved in the precipitation process. These have
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interfaces which are either coherent or partially coherent
lviththe parent matrix and therefore their surface
energies are small •. Consequently these transition phases

form because the precipitation process follows the path
of minimum activation energy rather than maximum free
energy loss. These transition phases are normally
classified into Guinier-Preston (G.P.) zones and transition
precipitates. The former are solute rich zones fully
coherent with the matrix and have a crystal structure

which is identical or closely related to that of the
matrix. Transition precipitates may only be partially
coherent with the matrix and usually have a crystal
structure quite distinct from that of the matrix. The
dividing line between these two types of phase is not
sharp and, in fact, G.P. zones could be regarded as
being a special case of transition precipitate.

The nature of the interface between matrix and
precipitate is governed by the lattice misfit. A
coherent interface between two crystals means that the
crystals are in contact such that the plane of atoms
constituting the interface has an atomic arrangement,
disregarding chemical species of the atoms, which is
common to both crystal structures. Any slight misfit

between matrix and precipitate is accommodated by elastic

strains. When this misfit becomes too large to be
accommodated by elastic strains alone, structural
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dislocations are formed at the precipitate-matrix
interface. This creates an interface known as quasi-
coherent. An interface where these dislocations become
so numerous that they can no longer be individually
recognised is kno\tn as non-coherent. A completely non-
coherent interface is usual with equilibrium precipitates,
however, this does not preclude the possibility that the
equilibrium precipitate, or transition precipitates, may
form on a certain specific plane or grow in a characteristic
crystallographic direction to reduce the misfit,. and hence

the surface energy, betweerithe matrix and precipitate.
Nabarro [2] has shown that the strains in matrix and

precipitate govern the shape of the precipitate and its

habi t plane. He ahowed that the strain energy increases
in the sequence plate> needle> sphere. Thus in a
system where the atomic volume of matrix and precipitate
are almost identical the precipitate wouLd be expected
to form as a sphere, conversely, a large atomic misfit
would favour a plate-shaped precipitate. Thus in Al-Ag
alloys where the misfit is small G.P. zones take the form

of spheres, whereas in AI-eu where the misfit is _ IO~
the zones are disc-shaped.

Peak strengthening in any alloy is usually associated

with one or more transition precipitates and is governed
by the interactions bet,~een the precipitates and glide
dislocations. Hence, as well as the nature of the
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interface) the morphology, size and distribution of the
precipi tate particles wi.L],have a profound effect on the

properties. Nicholson, Kelly and Nutting [J] proposed
three distinct types of precipitate-dislocation interaction,
namely:

(i) chemical hardening, wher-ea dislocation passes
through a solute rich zone and shears the zone
increasing the number of solute-solvent bondsl

(ii) internal strain hardening, caused by the strain
field around a particle due to the atomic mismatch
betw·een matrix and precipitate, opposing the motion
of dislocationst

(iii) dispersion hardening, non deformable particles
oppose the movement of dislocations, the dislocation
must either loop around the particle or cross slip
past it, causing a back stress impeding further

.dislocation movement. The stress needed to move
the dislocations 'tillincrease as the interparticle
distance decreases.

A1loys can be heat treated to produce metastable
precipitates which lead to useful strength increments.
Because of the considerations discussed above, the

magnitude or this strength increment will depend on the

size, number and distribution of precipitate and this,
in turn, will depend on such factors as dislocation
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density, concentration of vacancies and small amounts of
other elements. These factors will be discussed in
greater detail in later sections.

1.2 Formation of G.p. Zones

It has been shown [4J that the structural model of
G.p. zones in AI-Cu alloys proposed by Guinier necessitates
a diffusion coefficient at least 107 times higher than

that calculated by extrapolation of high temperature
diffusion data. This apparent anomaly can be explained
[5,6J by assuming that the vacancy concentration immed~ately
follolring the quench is not the equilibrium concentration

at the quench temperature but the value in equilibrium at
the solution treatment temperature. This gives a value
for the room temperature diffusion coefficient which is
in good agreement ,nth experimental data. It also
explains why the rate of zone formation is dependent on
quenching rate, homogenisation temperature, reversion and
step quenching, all of which affect the vacancy concentration.
Other theories have been proposed [7,8,9] but none have
explained the dependence of rate of zone formation on the

above factors and the so called "excess vacancy mechanism"
is generally accepted.

In pure aluminium these excess vacancies are
eliminated at sinks after ageing at 200C for approXimately
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thirty minutes, but in a dilute Al-Cu alloy [101 after
an initially rapid rate of clustering, a slower rate was

found to persist for·several weeks, Assuming that the
initial "fast reaction" is due to movement of quenched-in

vacancies, the existence of a "slow reaction" suggests
that a non-equilibrium concentration of vacancies persists
in the presence of an abundance of vacancy sinks such as
dislocation loops, dislocation lines and grain boundaries.
Hart [llJ suggested that vacancy-solute clusters are
formed due to the existence of a binding energy bet'veen
vacancies and solute atoms. It was proposed that clusters
trap vacancies and migrate through the lattice and that
zones gz-owby absorbing smal.lercl.usters and singl.e copper
atoms. A modification of this theory (12J considers that
zones remain static but act as controlled emittors and
absorbers of vacancies. These zones have a characteristic

binding energy with vacancies Ea' If EB is smal.l,as for
example in AI-Ag and Al-Zn, the zones are poor sirutsfor
vacancies and hence no sl.owreaction is present. However,
if EB is large, as is the case in Al-Cu and Al-Mg-Si, then
the zones ltill contain large numbers of vacancies and a
sl.owreaction wil.lpersist for some time. A further
refinement of Hart's theory [13] suggests that sol.ute

vacancy atom complexes migrate to zones, deposit their
solute atoms and then the vacancy is driven back into the
matrix by a concentration gradient. Experimental evidence
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has recently been claimed to support the latter theory

[14J. It is difficult to distinguish bebween the
various hypotheses but there is evidence for high

vacancy concentrations present in zones [15,16J.

1.3 Formation of Transition Precipitates

True homogeneous nucleation in alloy systems is rare.
G.p. zones are examples but homogeneous nucleation of the

equilibrium or transition phase is known only in the
systems Cu-Co [17J, Ni-Al [18] and AI-Li [19]. In all
these cases the precipitated phase has an identical
structure to the parent matrix and a misfit between

precipitate and matrix of < 2%. This leads to a small
surface energy and allows precipitation to occur lvith
reasonable undercooling. Turnbull and Servi [17]
studied the system Cu-Co and found that small particles
of cobalt precipitate lvith a misfit of -2% at under-
cooling ranges between 60 and 90oC, depending on solute
concentration. The results 'fere interpreted in tenns of
classical nucleation theory and they predicted an inter-
facial energy of approximately 200 rriJ/nt, in good
agreement ,nth the theoretically derived value of

235 mJ/rrf •

The concentration of nuclei of critical size C is
k

given by [20]
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(1.1)

where

N is the density of potential nucleation sitess
c is the composition of the nucleus
AGk is the activitation energy for formation of the

initial nucleus.

The steady state nucleation rate (Jk) is proportional

to Ck and therefore

Jk het
Jkhom

N het A~et _ AGhom
5!' NShorn exp - ( kT k ) •

s
(1.2)

Since A~et < A~om the exponent is aLway s greater than
unity and only the restricted number of sites available
prevents the complete dominance of hetrogeneous
nucleation.

N hom
Typical values of N5 het are shown on page 11 for

s

various crystal defects [21].
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The table shows that the highest value of the ratio
is 10-4 - 10-5• Thus for a typical nucleation rate of

1012 nuclei/cms /sec it is necessary for t:.G. het < 0.6 ~G hom
if hetrogeneous nucleation is to be of equal importance
to homogeneous. This is weLl, satisfied in most systems
and hetrogeneous nucleation is often decisive. The

components of ~Glcare shown below.

~Gk = ~Gvol + ~G surf + ~G strain

The reduction in ~Ghet over ~Ghom is due to the
reduction of either or both of the surface or strain
energies caused by the interaction of the defects with

the precipitate nucleus.
The effect of several of these imperfections on the

precipitation process will now be discussed at greater

length.

Nucleation by G.P. zones or clusters

Until recently the very fine dispersions of e' in

AI-Cu, Mg Zl1zin Al-Zn-Mg and ~ in Cu-Be were thought

to be typical examples of homogeneous nucleation in
solids. However, work suggested [22] that this distribution

was very sensitive to quench rate, and periods of ageing

at low temperatures prior to the normal heat treatment.
Lorimer [2)] has suggested the term "homogeneously
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distributed" to describe this type of precipitation and
t,rotheories have been proposed to explain the phenomenon.

Nicholson and co-workers [24,25,26J have made a
detailed study of this type of precipitation in AI-Zn-Hg,
AI-Ge and Al-eu alloys. Nicholson considers that ,~hen

the temperature falls below TGP' the G.P. zone solvus
temperature, during the quench, zones are rapidly
nucleated. these zones '"fillgrow'during the quench and
during an ageing treatment at any temperature T1 < TGP'
The gr-owth ,,,,illoccur by a coarsening reaction and at
any time during this initial ageing period a size
distribution of zones will be present. On up-quenching

to a temperature above TGP' the zones ,iillbegin to
revert. However, there ,viIIbe a hysteresis effect and
during this time the alloy will contain a number of solute
rich regions, some of which will be larger than the
critical size d necessary for the transformation to ac
precipitate. The longer the pre-ageing time and the
higher the pre-ageing temperature (assuming ~ < TGP) the
more zones will exceed d and therefore the finer will bec

.the subsequent precipitate dispersion. Obviously a high

value of the second ageing temperature (T2) will necessitate
a larger critical size d and this would lead to a coarser

e

precipitate dispersion as fewer zones would attain the

critical size necessary for transformation to a precipitate.

The theory proposes that at longer ageing times T < TGP
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isothermal transformation to precipitate takes place.
This would explain the effect of pre-ageing treatment and
also provide an explanation of the precipitate free zones

(p.f.z.) found adjacent to the grain boundaries in many
alloy systems. After the quench a vacancy profile wi.Ll.
be formed due to a loss of vacancies near the grain
boundary. The diffusivity in the regions immediately
adjacent to the grain boundaries will be lower than in
the grain and hence the average size of the G.P. zones
'iill be smaller in this region. The boundary of the p.f.z.
uill thus occur where the critical size d exceeds thec

maximum zone size dm• As the holding time at T1 < TGP
increases the p.f.z. will become nar-r-ower-due to the
increase in the mean size of the G.P. zones.

An alternative model for precipitate nucleation has
been suggested by Pashley and co-workers [27,28,29]. They
introduce a temperature Tc above which nucleation of
clusters will not occur when excess vacancies are absent.
No mention is made of zones but small clusters of solute

atoms are assumed to form during storage or Low temperature
ageing, leading to a reduction of supersaturation in the

region around the cluster. On up-quenching, the super-
saturation is fUrther reduced and the size at which a

cluster is stable is increased, therefore causing some
c1usters to gro,.,at the expense of others. The temperature

T has been shown [a5) to be simply the highest temperaturec
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possible for the nucleation of G.P. zones, i.e.,

Tc = TGP - ~T,

where ~T is a small undercooling necessary for nucleation
of G.P. zones.

Both these theories are able to explain the formation
of precipitate free zones, the effects of prior low
temperature ageing and double ageing experiments. However,
the results obtained for Al-Si and AI-Ge alloys are

difficult to explain by the former theory. Both the
alloy systems exhibit similar precipitation sequences,
forming elemental silicon and germanium respectively as a
diamond cubic structure. This dispersion is refined by

a pre-ageing treatment at low temperatures. Lorimer and
Nicholson [26J claim that zones form in these alloys and
that the mechanism of precipitation is as described. but
Koster [30J has carried out ,..ark on the AI-Ge system and
claims no transition phases or zones are formed. Al-5i
[31] alloys have also been extensively studied, using
sensitive electrical resistivity measurements, and no
trace of zone formation has been found. It is difficult,

therefore, to see how the results claimed in the AI-Si and
AI-Ge systems can be explained assuming, as seems likely,
that zones do not form in these alloys. A likely

explanation would seem to be nucleation from some type of
vacancy defect.
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Precipitate nucleation on grain boundaries

Precipi tation on grain boundaries is the best Icriown

example of hetrogeneous nucleation and can be observed in
many alloy systems at relatively Low magnifications.
Nucleation is greatly assisted at these sites by a
reduction in both the surface and strain energies for
precipitation and, in practice, many grain boundary
precipitates nucleate with an orientation relationship
with one of the adjoining grains, hence resulting in an

heteven Lox ...er value of IlGk •
Work by Unwin and Nicholson [32] has suggested

that the rate of precipitation at a grain boundary is a
function of the misorientation. They conclude that
nucleation behaviour can be divided into two types:

(i) very low angle grain boundaries of misorientation
< 2° and high angle boundaries with misorientation
near a coincident site relationship.

(11) 10'" angle boundaries ,d th misorientations between
20 0 .and 10 and random h~gh angle boundaries.

Type (i) boundaries ahow a very large nucleation
rate compared ld th type (ii), suggesting that the number
of sites on the first is small.
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Precipitation on dislocations

Dislocation lines can be generated by quenching
stresses, cold wor-kprior to ageing and the retention of

an excess of vacancies. The activation energy for
precipitation at a dislocation is reduced because any
misfi t betweeriprecipitate and matrix can be accommodated,
either partially or whoLl.y , by the dislocation. Examples
of systems which have been seen to exhibit dislocation
nucleated precipitates are numerous and include examples
from h.c.p. [33J, b s c s c , [34J and f.c.c. [35J systems.
Cahn [36] has proposed a theoretical model for the
nucleation of a non-coherent cylindrical precipitate on

a dislocation line. He assumes the misfit balances the
strain free energy and hence nucleation is facilitated.
In fact, Cahn shows that precipitation on dislocations
is greater than homogeneous precipitation by a factor of
1078• Howevez-, this theory does not have anything to
say about the nucleation of particles ,nth complex strain
fields.

It has been found that with precipitates with
definite habit planes not all the habits are observed on
anyone dislocation line. This effect arises because a

dislocation can best accommodate the lattice misfit of a
precipitate if the misfit vector of the precipitate is
parallel to the Burgers vector of the dislocation.
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Conversely, precipitation will not occur if the misfit
vector is perpendicular to the Burgers vector of the
dislocation. An example of this is illustrated by B'
precipitation in AI-Cu alloys. The precipitate forms as
plates on {lOa} and therefore the three misfit directions
lie in (100). For a glide 9islocation of Burgers vector

~[llOJ, the misfit along [lOOJ and [OlOJ will be
accommodated whd.Lst, the misfit along [OOlJ will not.

Dislocation nucleated precipitates can be the major
mode of decomposition of an alloy as dislocation densities
of the order of 1010 to 1011. cm-2 can be produced by cold
wor-kbebween quenching and ageing. A problem arises in
that the density of dislocations tends not to be uniformly

distributed and can form into cellular ne t.woz-lcs and sub-
grain boundaries. The resulting precipitate structure
,rill also be non-uniform and the mechanical properties of

the materials can be poor.
A special case of precipitation on dislocations has

been found in austenitic stainless steels [37.38.39J.
Silcock and Tunstall [40J showed that stacking faults of
the extr;,nsic type wer-epresent and that they formed by
the reaction

(1.)

Various carbides precipitate on the Frarutpartial and this

partial then expands through the lattice by climb on (111).
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The climb of the Frank partial is assisted by vacancies
generated at the precipitate interface due to the large

atomic misfit (20-25%) between the carbide and the
matrix. The dislocation eventually by-passes the particle
completely by an Orowan-type mechanism, leaving a region
of extrensic stacking fault as it moves, and eventually

is available to nucleate further particles of carbide.
It can be seen from the description that the presence of
the stacking fault is incidental to the mechanism of

precipitation. The term repeated nucleation on
dislocations has been suggested for this type of
precipitation [21J.

Precipitation on stacking faults

In considering stacking fault precipitation we are
considering hetrogeneous precipitation which occurs on an
extended dislocation by virtue of the presence of the
stacking fault rather than because of the presence of the
necessary bounding dislocations.

When a glissile dislocation in a f.c.c. lattice
splits into a pair of partial dislocations, a layer of

h sc sp , lattice is formed bet.ween the partials. Suzuki ['-}l],

suggested that, because of the difference in structure,

the equilibrium concentration of solute in the faulted
layer may differ from that of the surrounding matrix. lIe
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suggested that solute may segregate to the fault, \'lhich

may extend due to the change in staclcLng fault energy.
Segregation of solute to the fault could lead to
nucleation of precipitate if the matrix and precipitate
have related crystal structures. An example of this
mechanism has been found in Al-Ag alloys [42,43J where
the precipitate is y' (A~ AU whach has a hexagonal structure.
Helical dislocations degenerate on ageing into long,
narro\~ stacking faults. A number of discrete nuclei form
on each dislocation, possibly at jogs, at points where the
dislocation cuts a (111) plane. The dislocation can then
dissociate to give an intrinsic stacking fault

Since the structure of the fault is identical to that of
the precipitate, then a thin layer of y' can precipitate
by enrichment of the fault \~ith silver atoms.
Continued ageing leads to growth of this y'. Similar
results have been found in Cu-Si [44J and Al-Cu-Li [45]
alloys.

Precipitation around insoluble particles

In most commercial alloys, particles will remain

undissolved during solution-treatment and these may have
an effect on the nucleation of precipitates. Due to the
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difference in the thermal expansion coefficients of matrix
and precipitate, localised stresses are induced during
quenching, whi.ch may lead to the generation of dislocations
around the particle. Nucleation on these dislocations
then occurs by the mechanisms previously discussed. An

example of this is the nucleation of niobium carbide in

niobium containing steels [46].
Another method by which an insoluble particle can

affect the precipitation process is by means of a particle

lowering the s~face free energy for precipitation in a
rather similar way to a grain boundary. The site ,rill
not be as favourable as a grain boundary if the interface
is coherent or semi-coherent, but if the interface is
non-coherent the site will perhaps be more favourable due
to the presence of a high solute concentration.

Effect of trace elements on precipitate nucleation

Several woz-kez-shave studied the effect of

cadmium, indium and tin [47,48,49] on the precipitation
process in Al-eu alloys. These additions influence the

normal precipitation process in Al-eu in tw'oseparate
ways, they reduce the rate of formation of G.P. zones, and

they assist the formation of the Sf phase at the expense

of en at higher ageing temperatures.

Studies in an Al-eu - .024% Sn alloy [49]
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have sho\ffithat the rate of clustering in the ternary
alloy is slower than that of the binary by a factor of
IO~. Silcock has proposed the existence of a binding
energy bet.weeri the ternary atom and a vacancy and,
depending on the value of this binding energy relative

to that of the zone forming atom with a vacancy, many
of the excess vacancies .villbe bound up wLth the
ternary atoms and therefore .rillbe unable to assist the
formation of G.P. zones.

Silcock, Heal and Hardy [47J observed that a'
precipitation in AI-Cu containing small additions of
indium was accompanied by diffraction effects unrelated
to the a' or aluminium matrix diffraction spots. These

anomalous reflections wer-e explained by the absorption
of indium atoms at the interface between a' and the
matrix. This atom positioning resulted in a closer

match between e' and the matrix. An additional effect
involving vacancy solute atom complexes has also been
proposed [50,51] based on electron microscope and

electrical resistivity observations. It was suggested
that S' nucleates by the agglomeration of these clusters
and growth of the precipitate is controlled by the
movement of complexes to it.

Another effect of trace elements additions can be to

change the free energy relationships in an alloy so that
a different phase precipitates. It has been shown [52]
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that an addition of O.\5~ silver to a range of Al-Cu-Mg
alloys induces precipitation of the T phase; the phases

normally present are·G..P. zones and the S' (All Cu }ig)

phase.
Although trace element additions have been ·h-:i.dely

studied, only limited success has been achieved in
predicting their behaviour. In some cases the trace
element effect appears to be unique to a particular alloy
system, whereas in others the same element may stimulate
nucleation of precipitates in several alloy systems.

Summary

A full understanding of the nucleation phenomen
in precipitation hardening alloys requires a detailed
Icriow.Ledge of the following factors in addition to those
predicted by classical nucleation theory:

(i) vacancy concentration immediately after quenching.

(ii) lattice imperfections;

(iii) role of impurity and trace element additions.

(iv) volume change associated ,~ith phase changej

(v) nature of stresses bet,..een matrix and precipitate.

Factors (ii) to (v) influence the interfacial energy
bet.ween matrix and nucleus '~hich is probably the most
important factor controlling nucleation.
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CHAPTER 2

IlRECIPITATION FROM·C.P .H. HAGNESIUN SOLID SOLUTION

This chapter is devoted to a r-evdew of the literature,

to date, on precipitation from hexagonal magnesium solid
solutions. The Hg-Li alloys are of b.c.c. structure and
will therefore not be considered. As the Hg-Th and Mg-Nd
systems are of particular relevance to this thesis they

will be discussed first.

2.1 }lagnesium Thorium Alloys

Interest in Mg-Th alloys has been due to the fact
that they have extremely good elevated temperature
strength and creep resistance [53J. These properties are
improved by the addition of small amounts of zirconium
[5"4], which act as a grain refiner. The precipitation
processes in }-Ig-Th-·Zralloys are thought to be the same
as those in binary Mg-Th alloys as no intermetallics of

zirconium lri th thorium or magnesium are thought to form.

Sturkey [55] studied a 3.0% Th 0.7% Zr alloy,
using reflection electron diffraction and X-ray

techniques. He reported an equilibrium phase with a
face centred cubic structure of a = l.q37 nm, in good

o

agreement l'i'itIlprevious worlt and from X-ray intensity
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data assumed it to be iso-structural w.i,th N% The' i.e.
Hg-!_5The and not HgsTh as previously reported [56J. In

addition, Sturkcy presented evidence for the existence

of a transition phase of the f.c.c. CUz. Hg Laves phase
type, with a :::0.857 nrn. He suggested that the most

o

favourable orientation relationship for the phase lVould

be (Ill) Ng2 Th 1\ (0001) Mg.

Kent and Kelly [57J studied a binary Ng 0.5% Th
alloy and detected a phase not previously reported. At

low ageing temperatures (200 - 2200C) plate shaped precipi-
tates were observed on the {loio} matrix planes. Electron
diffraction patterns showed streaking midway between
matrix spots indicating that the plates ,rere thin normal
to the {aoiol and the phase was ordered, with a structure
strongly resembling that of the matrix.

Resistivity w·ork [58J suggested that the precipitation
was a two stage process at temperature ranges 140 - 2q.OoC
and 270 - 380°C. The lower temperature range was
examined using electron microscopy and micrographs
purporting to be"of circular G.P. zones were reported.
These, however, were almost certainly confused with

contamination on the foil surface.

Mushovic and Sto1off (~9,60] identified the
precipitate reported by Kent and Kelly 'as an ordered,

hexagonal :t-~ Cd (0019) type precipitate forming on the
matrix {loio} planes. It was cl.aimed that on prolonged



ageing at 325°C the 0019 structure transformed into the
f.c.c. Laves phase reported by Sturl..:eyand that this
latter phase precipitated on {IOlO} and not {OOOI}, as
predicted by Sturlcey. The diffraction evidence presented,

hOliever, is not convincing and can be explained in terms
of reflections from an expitaxial film of magnesium
oxide.

Evidence for a low"temperature reaction wa s found

by Crook [61J who , using resistivity techniques on a

Hg 3.0% Th alloy, detected a resistivity fall of 4 - 6%
at ageing temperatures < 1500C. No electron diffraction
evidence, however, 'vasfound for G.P. zone formation and
it 'vas concluded that the precipitation sequence in the

binary alloy was

super saturated ~ ~"
solid solution DOt9 M~ Th •

No trace of the cubic ~' M&Th phase reported by Sturkey
and Mushovic and Stoloff was found. This precipitation
sequence has since been confirmed in the binary alloy [62].

In a recent paper Stratford [63], using a ternary
3.0% Th .7% Zr alloy, proposed a precipitation sequence
as follows:

(i) ~It ordered 0019super-lattice on {loio} planes.

The composition of these plates was claimed to be

}1g Th} and not MgJ Th, as previously inferred [59 - 61].
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(ii) a hexagonal phase liliich forms from ~" by an in situ

transformation. The lattice parameters were

reported -to be a :: 1.066 nm, c = 0.328 nm, cia = .78,

wi, th an orientation relationship of

(Oll2) precipitate \1 (I roa) Mg

(1121) precipitate \I (1013) Mg.

(iii) Transformation to t.wo stable forms of Hgz Th

(a) hexagonal structure whd ch forms as discs

parallel to (0001) Mg with the orientation

relationship

(2110) ~ Th \\ (ro io) Mg

(lI2) ~ Th \l (1101) Ng •

(b) cubic structure taking the form of ribbons

parallel to {1010} planes with the relationship

(131) M~ Th " (ao io) Mg

(310) M& Th 11 (OOOl)Ng.

(iv) ~ M~ Ths forming only at grain boundaries after

periods of up to 16 hours at 330°C.

Two polymorpbs of Mgz Th are known to exist [64] but

the above lvork of Stratford was the first time the

hexagonal polymorph had been observed in the precipitation

sequence.

Pike [65] has also examined both a binary and ternary

alloy and has shown that the stage (ii) precipitation



proposed by Stratford is not in fact a separate phase;
the diffraction patterns can be interpreted in terms of

relrod intersections·from the P" phase.
In conclusion it can be said that, although the

precipitation sequence in the binary ~~-Th system is
agreed to be a two stage process, the precipitation
sequence in the alloy ,~ith zirconium appears more complex.
The effect of zirconium is not, as previously thought,
simply that of a grain refiner but must have some effect
on the precipitation process.

Effect of zinc additions to Mg-Th alloys

Small additions of zinc have been found to result
in marked structural changes: ~" formation is completely
suppressed and at high ageing temperatures ~ precipitation
is accompanied by the formation of additional structural
de£ects. These defects were found to be intrinsic
stacking faults bounded by !(1010) partial dislocations.
An extensive study of such faults [66] suggest that they
result from the segregation of both thorium and zinc atoms
to the dislocations.
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Effect of manganese additions to Mg-Th alloys

Stratford and Beckley [62J studied a 2.0% Th 1.0~ }~
alloy and found only one transition phase. This was a

hexagonal precipitate a = .556 nm (v)a Ng), c = J .16 run

(6 Xc Ng) taldng the form of discs on (0001) matrix planes

with an orientation relationship.

(0001) Mg \\ (0001) ppt

{1120} Mg \\ {1010} pp t ;

This precipitate was extremely stable, large
amounts being present at ageing times of up to 1200 hours
at J250C. The alloy eventually transforms to a mixture

of M~ Ths and ~ Ths •

2.2 Magnesium Rare Earth Alloys

Rare earth metals are added to magnesium in the
form of mischmetal, which contains approximately

75% Ce, 25~ La, l8~ Nd and 7tf, Pr, or didymium l~hich
contains approximately 60% Nd and 40% Pre A series of
commercial alloys are available which have useful
properties at service temperatures up to 250°C. The

response to age hardening 'increases as·the neodymium

content of the rare earth mixture increases [67] sholdng
that this element is largely responsible for the properties
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of this type of alloy. This is attributed to the fact

that neodymiumhas a higher solid solubility in magnesium

tha."Yl.other rare earths [68].

The equilibrium phase in these alloys has been

studied by X-ray powde.r-diffraction techniques. Early

results showed the precipitates to be of tl'lO forms

denoted ~ and x, the ~ being body centred cubic w i.t.h

a = 1.458 nm and the x a 10"\'1symmetry phase [69]. Later

\vorkers confirmed these results [70,71]. Later X-ray

diffraction studies [72J ahowe d that the above results and

those of previous wo r'Ice.rs could be interpreted as arising

from a single equilibrium phase ld th a body centred

tetragonal Th~2 structure, lattice parameters a = 1.031 nm,

c = 0.593 nm, This structure has since been confirmed by

other lrorkers [73,74,75,65J.

Recently [75J an extensive study has been made on the

system Mg;-Nd using electron microscopy and electrical

resistivity techniques. The ageing sequence was concluded

to be

super
saturated
solid solution

~ G.P. zones ~
needles\\[OOOlJ

~" ~
plates
\\{ll20}

~' ~
plates
\\{loIo}

The ~" phase was found to be of D~9 structure similar to

~" in Ng-Th and therefore ·with probable composition Mg}Nd,

The parameters of ~" lvere: a~" = 2aMg c~" = cMg

a~" \\ a Mg c~" \\ c Mg •
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The ~' phase was found to nucleate extensively on
dislocations and had a hexagonal structure

a = 0 '.52 run c = 1.30 run.

Activation energies for the precipitation of the
various phases were determined and found to be 74, 153,

146 and 145 kJ/mol for the st~ges G.P. zone ~", ~' and
~ respectively. The value for G.P. zone formation is
close to the activation energy for the migration of
vacancies in magnesium and the remainder of the values are
comparable with the value of 134 kJ/mol, which is the
activation energy for self diffusion in magnesium.

Ternary additions to the magnesium rare earth
alloys have been studied by various workers. Increases

in properties over binary alloys have been claimed for
small additions of zirconium, zinc and manganese. the
effect of manganese being attributed to a delay in the
coarsening of the equilibrium precipitate [76]. A

2 - 3~ addition of silver to a Mg 3.0~ Nd ~7~Zr alloy
results in a room temperature strength increment of 50~

[77]. The effect of this addition on the precipitation
sequence, however, has not yet been reported in the
literature.
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2.3 Magnesium-Zinc

Sturkey and Clark [78J studied Mg-Zn alloys in the

range 4~ - 8~ zinc. Electron diffraction studies showed
the presence of a transition phase in the form of rods
perpendicular to the basal plane and ,rltha Hg Zn, type
Laves phase structure. In a later study Clark [79J found
that the strengthening caused by the above transition

phase, designated Mg Zn' t wa s due to dislocations bowi.n.g
between precipitates by the Orow-an mechanism. The
introduction of dislocations by cold wor-kprior to ageing
resulted in a refinement of the precipitate dispersion
but no change in the strengthening mechanism. This

hardening mechanism is in contrast to that proposed by
Chun and Byrne [80J; in their opinion strengthening in
Ng-Zn alloys is mainly due to the cutting of the
transition :tvIgZn'precipitates. Sturkey and Clark [78,79J
found no evidence for any G.p. zone reaction in their
studies but Murikami [81J, using a Laue X-ray method,
reported that in a single crystal aged at 70°C plate like
G..F. zones wer-e formed on the {lOll} planes. His

evidence, bowev e.r, is far from convincing. Nore recently,

Japanese workers [82 - 85J have sholYnthat the resistivity
behaviour in alloys aged at temperature < 100°C is
extremely compLexj this again was assumed to be due to
G~P. zone formation. This low'temperature reaction wa s
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shown to be strongly dependent on solution treatment

temperature [86] and the presence of a "s Low reaction'
lias detected. On the evidence available at the present

time, it wouLd seem that some type o:f10'" temperature
reaction is occurring in this system. Houever, no
convincing diffraction evidence has been presented and
nothing has been seen with the electron microscope.

Huch o:fthe l'lorkon the Mg-Zn system is due to

Gallot and colleagues [87 - 90] who have extensively
studied a 6~ Zn alloy using X-ray techniques. After
prolonged ageing at 500C [89J no diffraction evidence of
G.F. zones wa s f'o und , The transition phase previously
reported by Sturkey and Clark wa s ahcwn to exist in b"o

forms, designated ~1' and ~a'

(i) ~1' needles perpendicular to {OOOl} Mg.

[1120] ~1t \\ [0001] Mg

[0001] ~1' 1\ ( 1120] Mg

(ii) ~t plates parallel to {OOOl}

{OOOl} ~at \ \ {0001} Mg

(1120) ~2' " (10io) Mg.

Both have the Laves phase MgZ~ structure and both types

of ~t transform on further ageing to the equilibrium

precipitate, ,.,hichis triclinic of composition l-1~z~ [89].

Hall [90] carried out an investigation using double
agein~direct quenching techniques and attempted to explain
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his results on the basis 01 nucleation from G.p. zones [26J.

The dispersion of precipitates was refined by a double

ageing technique but -the degree of refinement '....as a
factor of 10 only as opposed to l~ in the case of

aluminium alloys.
In conclusion it can be said that the existence of

G.P. zones in Ng-Zn alloys is still in question but the
remainder of the precipitation sequence is well established

Super saturated
solid solution- (G.P. zones?) ~ ~1' + ~a' --> ~

NgZ~ Ng, Zn
•

2.4 Nagnesium-Aluminium

Clark (25,92,93] showed that a Mg 9~ Al alloy age-
hardens by ~ontinuous precipitation of plates of the
equilibrium precipitate M~7 A~ on the basal plane of the
magnesium matrix. No evidence for the formation of

G.P. zones or a transition lattice of M~1 A~ was found.
Cellular or discontinuous precipitation occurs
.competitively with general or continuous precipitation at

all ageing temperatures but general precipitation is

greatly enhanced by the introduction of cold work in the

interval between quenching and ageingo The dislocations

introduced act as nuclei f'or~7 A:t,i precipitates ,.,bich
Clar~ observed to be extensively dislocation nucleated
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in all samples. It was concluded by Clark that the poor
age hardening response in this alloy was due to the
precipitation of an incoherent phase with a large
interparticle spacing. Howev er-,recent wor~{ [94] has
sho'~ the possibility of a further precipitate in this
system. Small particles < 5.0 nm diameter 'vere formed
in the early stages of ageing at low temperatures. "The
structure of this phase was not determined but diffraction
evidence suggests that the particles are a transition

phase denoted ~' not G.P. zones. The ~ phase was found
on subsequent ageing to precipitate with the relationship

(011) f3 \\ (0001) Mg (211) f3 \\ (1010) Mg

and occasionally

(all) ~ \\ (0001) Mg (100) f3 1\ (1010) Mg.

2.5 Magnesium-Silver

The system Mg-Ag has been extensively studied by

Nagashima [95 - 98] using X-ray diffraction techniques •
.The ageing sequence deduced was

G•p. 1 ~ G .P. 2 ~ 'Y' ~ 'Y Mg, Ag •

G.p. 1 zones wez-e formed as plates parallel to {loil} Mg

and were found to exist only at temperatures belol{ 60°C.

These zones grow to a maximum size of 13.0 nm in diameter.
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The G.P. 2 phase co-exists lvi th the G.p. 1 zones at 10l'{

t b t . t t t above 60°Ctempera ures u on age1ng a empera ures
only the G.P. 2 phase is found, indicating an extremely
10'\.. G.p. 1 solvus temperature. The G.p. 2·phase consists
of a complex ordered arrangement of atoms in the shape
of an oblate spheroid, becoming later a plate with the
major axes parallel to the matrix basal plane. On ageing
at temperatures between 150°C and 200°C the transition
phase y', who ae structure has not been determined,
precipitates on either the matrix (0001) or {1120} planes.
On prolonged ageing at temperatures in excess of 2000C the
equilibrium 'Y M~ Ag phase forms.

2.6 Magnesium-Zirconium

Interest in the system Mg-Zr has been stimulated by
the possibility of the alloys being used as a canning
material in nuclear reactors. A typical compOSition is
0.5% Zr. the alloy has a high creep ductility, is
resistant to grain growth and has a low capture cross

section to thermal neutrons, making it an ideal alloy
for canning materials. No compounds form between

zirconium and magnesium and strengthening is due to

precipitation of e: ZrHa [99,100,101]. This hydride :forms
as plates parallel to (OOOl)Mg, the edges of the plates
lying parallel to (1120) [102,103]. The hydride :forms as
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a result of '\Vatervapour or hydrogen being present in
the furnace atmosphere during heat treatment. A further
study by Harris and Partridge [loid ahox ..ed that grain
boundaries and dislocations act as preferential sites
for nucleation of the E hydride. Improved properties
have been sho,'lll[62J to occur in alloys given a prolonged
homogenisation prior to heat treatment resulting in a
more uniform dispersion of the e: ZrH2,.

2.7 Nagnesium-Manganese

The system Mg-Mn precipitates ~ Mn, which forms
as plates lying perpendicular to the matrix basal plane.
The orientation relationship ''lasfound to be

{Ill} ct \ \ {OOOI} Mg
{lio} ex It {loio} Mg.

Work has been carried out on the increase of critically
resolved shear stress due to the presence of these

incoherent particles which are effectively orientated to

block basal slip. The strength increment due to the
presence of these particles l'laSfound to be due to the
cutting of ex Mn particles by dislocations.



2.8 Hagnesium Tin and Magnesium Lead

The systems Mg+Pb and Ng-Sn are very similar as
both precipitate the compound M~ X uhere X is tin or lead.
In both alloy systems the structure of the compound is
cubic ,,,ith an anti-CaFz structure. The system Ng-Pb
hardens by precipitation of plates of M~Pb lying
parallel to the basal plane ldth the orientation

relationship [107,108]

(110) N~ Pb 1\ (0001) Mg

(110) Mge Pb \\(0001) Mg

[001]}1& Pb " [2110] Mg

[III] M~ Pb n [2110] Mg

o 0at ageing temperatures bet'''een130 C and 200 C and at
higher ageing temperatures:

(111) M& Pb \\(0001) Mg

(Ill) }Is2 Pb \\(0001) Mg

[211] }l~ Pb \\[2110] Mg

[110] M& Pb " [2110] l-1g.

Caloremetric measurements [109] indicate that G.P. zones
may form at low ageing temperatures.. Henes and Gerold

[107,108] studied both systems with X-ray techniques and
found that regions of short range order existed in both

alloys and in the Mg-Pb a~loy these can grow to G.p.
zones having diameters of approximately 10.0 nm. These

zones have an M~Cd ~9 structure and a composition

M~ Pb. Work by Van der Planken (110, Ill] has also
confirmed the presence of short range order.
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In these alloy systems rapid quenching from the melt
can greatly extend the range of solid solubility. Abe,
Itoand Suzulci [112,113] ahox..ed that when the metal. had
been splat cooled a metastable phase with the C~Au - I
superlattice formed wh Lch, on prolonged ageing, transformed
to N~ Pb and Hg.

Summary

Age hardening behaviour in magnesium alloys is
caused by the formation of transition phases, in a
manner analagous to those observed in the classical Al.-Cu
system. G.P. zones can with confidence be said to be
present in Mg-Ag and l-1g-Ndalloys, although this does not
necessarily preclude their presence in various other
systems where less direct methods have indicated some

'.

form of 10'" temperature reaction. The formation of'
transition precipitates is well documented and in several
systems usef'ul strength increments are obtained by ageing
alloys to contain transition precipitates.
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CHAPTgR J

ExpEn!}m~~ALDETAILS

3.1 Preparation of Alloys

All alloys used in the investigation were prepared
using high purity materials. Induction melting of the
alloys was carried out under an atmosphere of'argon, at
slightly less than atmospheric pressure to help degas
the melt. All alloys were heated to a temperature of
approximately 8000C and immediately cast into a metal
mould. The rapid chilling and turbulent conditions
during melting helped to minimise the segregation of
solute. In the cast billet the head of the ingot was
removed for chemical analysis and the remainder of'the
~got homo&enised for several days near the solidus
temperature. This temperature was determined by the
"quench and micro examination" method where specimens of
the alloy are quenched from various temperatures and
examined for areas of grain boundary liquation. After

bomogenisation, the ingots were scalped and extruded

into either strip or bar.. A £Urther homogenisation

process was followed by hot rolling the strip to the
desired thickness.



3.2 Solution Treatment Procedures

Solution treatment, whether for resistivity

measurements or electron microscope observations, was
carried out for a period of one hour, after which the
specimens ,.,ererapidly quenched into ,.,aterat 20oC.
Ageing was commenced as soon as possible after the
quench.

The solution treatment was carried out in either a
salt bath of dichromate salts or in an air-circulation
furnace. Specimens solution treated in the air-
circulation furnace ,.,erefirst sealed in pyrex ampules
containing pure, dry argon. Quenching conditions were
arranged so that the tube broke and therefore the
quenching rate was comparable with that achieved by
quenching directly from the salt bath.

The effectiveness of the solution treatment procedure
was checked by measuring the resistivity of a sample of'
Ng 3.0% Th at 250°C until precipitation was complete and
then re-solution treating and ageing. The f'act that the

curves were identical showed that no loss of'thorium was

occurring and that precipitates readily redissolve
during heat treatment.
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3.3 Ageing Environments

High temperature ageing (> J500C) was carried out

in a salt bath, which had a composition similar to that
used for solution treatment. Ageing temperatures of
250°C - 3500C wer-eachieved by air-circulation furnaces
with eurotherm type controllers arranged to give a
control t 1°C. Low temperature ageing « 2500C) was
carried out in silicone oil baths, again arranged to give
a temperature control of'± lOC •

3.4 Resistivity Neasurements

The specimens used for resistivity worlt",'ere
machined Cram 1 nunthick strip, the cross-sectional area
and gauge length being 4: ~ and 180 mm respectively. The
specimen forms a four terminal resistor with potential
connections of the same material.

The kinetics of the precipitation processes 'fere
followed by means of resistivity measurements taken
whilst the specimens were ageing in an air-circulation

furnace. Two different techniques were used and these
will be described briefly.

(i) Continuous heating curve

A specimen was continuously heated at a constant
rate or lOC/mm. The potential developed by the passage



of a stable current of 1 A was continuously recorded
on a millivolt recorder. SimUltaneous measurement
of the temperature of the specimen was also made.
The results were plotted as absolute resistivity
against temperature.

(ii) Isothermal transformation curves
The precipitation process in this case was

followed by comparing the resistivity of the spec~en

to that of a standard, while both were contained in
the ageing environment. Both specimen and standard
were firmly held in a jig in which the current leads
were made by screwing the specimen to silver bars.

Potential connections 'Hlre made by ''leldingmagnesium
,.,ireto the potential arms of the specimen. To
prevent error due to thermal electro-motive forces,
the current through the specimen was reversed and
the mean of the two readings taken. Potential
measurements 'teremade using a Kelvin double bridge
or a Vernier potentiometer.

Kelvin double bridge circuit

The double bridge circuit is shown in Figure 3.1
and the star connected equivalent in Figure 3.2. The star
connected circuit is equivalent to a wheatstone bridge
circuit whose balance condition is
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--_..&~-:--- =1, ex
s + ~ +r~ +Ci

where ct is the resistance of the bar connecting specimen

and standard R, = H, = 100(2and ~ = ~ but are both

variable.
Therefore

() .2)

The leads wer-ea1l of heavy gauge copper "Iv-ireand "I'1ere
of equal resistance so that lead resistance need not be
taken into account. Also, contacts between the

specimens were of silver and therefore of extremely 10"1'1

resistance. The term a in equation ().2) is correspondingly
small, making the second term in the equation negligib1e.

Thus

(3.3)

Since the changes in ratio and not absolute values are

being considered, any error introduced by use of equation
('.3) will not affect the results. This equation has
been used throughout the present ,~ork.
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Potentiometric circuit

The potentiometric circuit employed a Vernier
potentiometer and automatic current controllers which
provided stable currents in both the potentiometer and

the external circuit sbown in Figure 3.3. It is
advantageous to be able to use this method at the higher
ageing temperature to give more accurate results in the
early stages of ageing where precipitation is extremely

rapid.
At the balance condition no current flows in the

measuring circuit, so connecting l'1ireswere made of fine
gauge copper wire rather than the heavy low resistance
leads used in the Kelvin bridge circuit.

At the balance condition

or

where X and S are the values o£ the resistances of the

unknown and standard respectively and Vx and Vs are the
potentials developed across them.

In both the Kelvin double bridge and potentiometer
techniques the parameter



R -R
t 0

R
o

~R= n-
O

was plotted against the logarithm of ageing time where
Rt is the ratio of resistances of standard and specimen
at time t, and R is the ratio at the commencement of

o

ageing.
The use of this parameter, of course, requires a

know'ledge of R. In some cases a long incubation periodo

preceded the subsequent fall in resistance due to
precipitation and graphical extrapolation to obtain Ro
wa s possible. In other cases, hOl~eVert this was found
not to be possible and a computer program was developed
to obtain the optimum value of R from the ratios

o

measured. The program is based on analysis of the
transformation curves according to the Avrami or Johnston-
Mehl equation, in w·hich the fraction transformed, Y,
after time t, is given by .

y = R -Ro t
R -Ro F

(t~.5)

where m and,. are the equation constants a11dR is the
F

ratio of resistances of standard and specimen at the
completion of precipitation.
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3.5 Electron Microscopv

Transmission electron microscopy has been used to
study the distribution and morphology of the precipitates.
An A.E.l. EN6 G. microscope operated at 100 K.V. and
fitted w.i.t h high-tilt goniometer, decontaminator and
dark-field equipment was the instrument employed. The
quantitative nature of certain aspects of the uork made
it necessary to calibrate the microscope for magnification,
image rotation and effective camera length.

Preparation of thin foils

Specimens for transmission microscopy were generally
prepared from 0.5 mm thick rolled strip but this was
found to suffer from pronounced {OOOl} , [2110] preferred
orientation, which severely limited the number of zone
axes available. To make available a wider range of
orientations, specimens were also cut from extruded rod
at 0 and )00 to the face to give {2iio} and {loio}
orientations respectively.

Specimens were prepared for microscopy by cleaning
on emery paper and electrothinning by the window technique

at oOe in a solution containing 30% nitric acid in

ethanol. A stainless steel cathode and applied potential
of 10 volts ,rere found to give the required polishing



conditions for the majority of the alloys studied.
After perforation specimens wer-equi.ckLy removed

from the solution, washed in ethanol and dried betweeri
filter papers. To remove the film of oxide formed
during polishing the specimen was cut and cleaned in
or'thophosphoric acid at ro?c for thirty seconds, and
finally washed in ethanol and dried.

Calibration of the electron microscope

The microscope had previously been calibrated for
true magnification using the standard technique involving
a replica of a diffraction grating [ll!~].'This calibration

curve is shown in Figure 3.4. The effect of image-selected
area diffraction pattern rotation had also· been calibrated
using a series of diffraction patterns and bright field
images taken at different intermediate lens currents of
a crystal of Mo ~, which form with long straight edges
parallel to the [100] (ref. [ll~]). This calibration is
shown in Figure 3.5.

The camera constant (hL) was determined by obtaining
several diffraction patterns from an evaporated poly-
crystalline film of aluminium. The camera constant was
then found by the relationship

r~kl • ~kl = xr,
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"

wher-er* is the reciprocal lattice distance measuredhkl
from the diffraction pattern and dhkl is the spacing of

the {hkl} plane in the direct lattice.

J.6 Creep Tesiing

Creep testing was carried out in a Mand creep
machine. The machine was of'the lever loading type ,.;1th
the specimen at one end of the lever arem and a constant
load at the other. Facility was provided, by means of an
adjustable counterbalance, to compensate for the weight
of'the levers and weight pan. The mechanical advantage
of the system was determined by insertion of a proving
ring in the position normally occupied by the creep
specimens and the deflection for various loads was

noted.
The extension wa s measured by a dial gauge type

extensometer attached to the specimen by knife edges,

enabling the extension to be measured on a 5 cm gauge
length ,dth an accuracy of 1 part in 10'*•

Temperature measurement was achieved by attaching a

chromel/alumel thermocouple to the specimen gauge length.

All specimens ''lereallowed a period of one hour in which

to attain the furnace temperature before the tests were
commenced.



Figure 3.1 Kelvin Double Bridge Circuit
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Figure J. 2 KeIvi,n DoubLe Bridge Circuit
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THE Ng-Th SYSTEM:' EFFECT OF ZIRCONIUH ADDITIONS

Mg-Th alloys are extensively used in creep resistant

applications, generally with an addition of approximately

0.7'% Zr, ,..hich is added as a grain refiner.. Until

recently, it had been assumed that the binary Mg-Th alloys

and the ternary alloy containing zirconium wor-e

structurally equivalent since no Th-Zr, Mg-Zr or Mg-Th-Zr

compounds are known to exist. Recent wo r-k, bov..ever, has

shown that the two systems are not equivalent and by

comparing the results of Noble and Crook [61J on a binary

alloy with those of Stratford on the ternary, it has been

deduced [63J that an additional phase is present in the

ternary alloy. This phase, H~Th, has been previously

shown to exist in two polymorphic forms [64]. It has a

C 15 structure (f.c.c. ao = 0.B57 nm) at temperatures of

Boooe and above, and a C 36 type (hexagonal c = 1.964 nm

a = 0.60B6 nrn) at temperatures below 700°C. For the

purposes of this thesis these polymorphs have been

designated ~'cubic and ~'hex.

The object of this chapter is to re-examine both

binary and ternary alloys in the light of recent results

and to arrive at a coherent view of precipitation in

both systems. It was then hoped to deduce the rSle of
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zirconium in the precipitation process in the ternary

alloy.
The investigation has used alloys of nominal

composition 3.0~ Th, 3.0~ Th 0.4% Zr and 3.0% Th 0.7~ Zr.

4.1 The @'hex Phase

In specimens quenched and aged at temperatures in

the range 325 - 425°C the ~'hex polymorph was found to
be present in the ternary alloy. For foils in or near
basal orientation this ~'hex was found to precipitate in

tw'Oentirely different forms:
(i) as isolated particles rather similar in appearance

to ~ particles (Fig. 4.la).
(ii) as rings of precipitate around large irregular

shaped particles (Fig 4.lb).
Attempts to identify the particles at the centre

of the rings of precipitates by selected area diffraction
were unsuccessful as in all cases the particles were too

thick to transmit electrons.
Diffraction patterns taken from areas containing

these ~'hex precipitates were obtained and trace analysis
showed that the majority of these rings lay in.the basal

plane of the magnesium matrix. For this situation the
orientation relationship proved to be
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(0001) Ng II (0001) ~ 'hex

(1120) Mg II (ro io) ~'hex.

The full stcrcographic relationship is shown plotted in

Figure 4.2. A small amount of precipitation of p'hex
\'lasalso noted on prism planes, an exar.tpleof this is
shOl~nin Figure 4.). Diffraction patterns taken from the
precipitate showed a completely different orientation
relationship

(0001) Mg II (2110) ~ 'hex
(2ll0) Ms II (0001) P 'hex.

Examination of thin foils in several orientations

showed the p'hex to have the shape of an oblate spheroid
with the major axes parallel to (0001) and (1010) for
precipitation on basal and prism planes respectively.
For p'hex in the form of basal rings, streaks were
observed in electron diffraction patterns. Examples of
these streaks are sbown in Figure 4.4. The streaks can

- *tbe interpreted as (10l0) re1rods, the fact that they are
present in the [1011] zone axis p'hex pattern (Fig. 4.4b)

- *in the (1011) direction being due to the finite thiclmess
of the Ew·ald sphere intersecting these (lOiO) * relrods

causing discontinuous streaks. Since the precipitate has

t Denotes vectors in reciprocal space
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been s'hownnot to be thin in the [1010 J directions, it

is assumed that the streaks arise from faulting of the

{1010} planes of the'~'hex precipitate.
In an attempt to study the kinetics of ~'hex.

formation, electrical resistivity isotherms were plotted
o 0 tat 325 C and 350 C, these being the optimum tempera ures

for ~'hex formation. The results are shown in Figure 4.5
compared with wor:~by Crook [115] who undertook similar

measurements on a binary Ng-Th alloy. The curves are
sho,~ to be identical, sho~ng no inflections due to
~ 'hex formation. Howe'ver-, it .Ls possible that the ~ 'heX
is forming competitively with the ~ with similar kinetics
since the resistivity technique mea'sur-e s only the rate of
removal of solute atoms from solid solution, or, alten~ativelYt
that the ~thex is only a small volume fraction of the total

precipitate.
Since it appeared that the greater part of the ~thex

preCipitate was forming on dislocations, it was felt
relevant to investigate the effect of deliberately
deforming the specimen between solution treatment and

ageing. A deformation of lO~ was applied to both the

binary and ternary alloys. The electron microstructures
of the two alloys were seen to be identical. (Fig. '".1,) •

The introduction of a high density of dislocations

resulted in a large volume fraction of ~'hex nucleating
on these dislo·cations. It appears that the ~ thex nucleates



at several points on each individual dislocation line and
the small particles gr-owtogether giving the impression
of intertwined "ribbons" of precipitate. This precipitate
proved to have an extremely high resistance to coarsening
and all attempts to coarsen the precipitate resulted in

transformation to ~ M~ The. Diffraction patterns taken
from the binary and ternary alloys containing the ~'hex
ribbon precipitate showed that the precipitate has an
identical structure and orientation relationship with the
matrix to the ~'hex previously found in the undeformed
alloy. The particles in the deformed alloy, ho,.,ever,were
very much smaller ('"50 nm) than those found in the

undeformed alloy ('"500 nm) in specimens given identical
otreatments of 24 hours at 350 C.

To compare the precipitation behaviour of deformed
and undeformed material the resistivity of tl'10specimens
of the ternary alloy, one deformed at 10~ and the other

tindeformed, was monitored while the specimens were heated
from room temperature to 5800C at a constant rate of lOCI

minute. The results are shown in Figure 4.4. In the

undeformed material it can be seon that two deviations
from the interpolated solid solution line occurs. These

are due to precipitation of the ~" and f3 phases respectively.
There is no deviation li'hichcan be attributed to either

(3 • hex or ~ I cubic formation, ShOli'ingthat these phases are
either absent or else their volume fraction is so small
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as to not affect the resistivity behaviour of the

undcformed alloy. However, after 10% deformation both
binary and ternary alloys show an additional inflection
at ,.....JOOoC, ""hich persists until ~ precipitation becomes

odominant at temperatures in excess of 400 c. These
results are consistent ld th a large volume fraction of
a third phase, ~'hex, precipitating in this temperature

range.

4.2 The § and §'cubic Phases

In many of the specimens examined containing ~'hext

particles of the equilibrium phase ~ H~ Ths were also
detected both at grain boundaries and ld thin the grains.
The {3 was found to occur in t.woforms, small, irregular
shaped particles and rod shaped particles. The former
particles ,~ere unambiguously identified as the {3 phase
(Fig. 4:.8) by selected area diffraction. Large numbers
of the rod shaped particles were examined by electron

diffraction and, although the majority could be indexed

as {3, a small number 'fere indexed as {3' hex and an even

smaller number as the other polymorph of M&Th {3'cubic

a· = 0.857 nm. To give some idea of the distribution ofo

the different phases in the alloy it was estimated that

in one grain, out of a total of over 100 particles
examined, ,....66~were of the ~'hex phase, one particle \'las



identified as ~'cubic and the remainder were~. In total
4 ~'cubic zone axes patterns wer-eobtained and these are
sho'\'iUin Figure Ii.9 •. They are the [110J, [IllJ, [411]
and [332J zones. The f'o LLowd.rigcommon directions wez-e

found in diffraction patterns containing ~'cubic

[i10J~'cubic 11 [1010]Mg
[113] ~ 'cubic II [ 2110] Mg

[111]~'cubic II [1011]Ng.

On subjecting this information to stereographic analysis,
bowe ve.r-, it was found that no unique orientation relationship
bebween ~'cubic and the magnesium matrix exists.

4.3 Discussion

It has been found in the present investigation that

the ~'hex phase forms as a transition precipitate during
the ageing of ~~-Th-Zr alloys. This phase has been
found to precipitate within the grains and also in a

"ribbon-like" fashion on dislocat'ions lying in the basal
planes of magnesium matrix with. an orientation
relationship

(0001) Mg II (0001) ~'hex

(lOiO) Mg II (2110) ~ 'hex.
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The rings of ~'hex around irregular shaped particles
uere particularly interesting. By examining foils in the
solution treated condition it was deduced that these
particles wcre left undissolved after the solution
treatment operation, as in all ma~lesium alloys. containing
zirconium, insoluble zirconium particles are found
th;r-oughoutthe matrix, in the form of both stringers and
small discrete particles. It is therefore likely that
these particles throw out dislocation loops as a result
of the different thermal contraction coefficients of
matrix and particle and that nucleation of ~'hex then
takes place on these dislocations. Harris and Partridge

(104J, in a study of Zr l\ formation in a binary Ng-Zr
alloy, found that in homogenised and hydrided sheet a
similar situation caused precipitation of E Zr~ on
dislocations around insoluble particles. They also ,..ere
unsuccessful in identifying the insoluble particles, but
assumed them to be small particles of undissolved
zirconium.

If this is, in fact, the operative mechanism, it is

to be expected that ~ 'hex 'fould be more prevalent in the
high zirconium alloy H K 31 A studied by Sturkey, due to
the high proportion of undissolved zirconium present.

The fact that the ~'hex phase has been detected in the
de£ormed binary Mg-Th alloy shows that it is a true binary
compound and not, as suggested (116]., a ternary compound



of the type H.~ (Th Zr) •

P'cubic has also been shown to be present but it
does not form a large volume fraction of the total
precipitate present at any time. This latter result
is in contrast to previous woz-kby Sturkey [55],
Mushovic and Stoloff [59,60J, and Stratford [63J.

Sturkey used X-ray and reflection electron
diffraction techniques to study precipitation in a
ternary Mg-Th-Zr alloy aged in the temperature range
335 - 3700C. In alloys aged at 3700C he detected
diffractometer peaks representing d.spacings of
0.49 - 0.50 runand 0.)0 - 0.31 run,the intensity· of
which increased on prolonged ageing and eventually

disappeared, indicating the presence of a transition
precipitate. These peaks were interpreted as arising
from the III and 200 reflections of ~'cubic. However,
the values quoted by Sturkey represent uncertainties

of - 2~ - 3~ in the position of the peaksJ within these
uncertainty limits it is equally possible to interpret
these peaks as arising from the ~'hex 1011 and 1120

perutsrespectively. Additional evidence presented by

Sturkey consists of a reflection electron diffraction

pattern indexed by Sturkey as (211) ~one axis from ~tcubic.

This pattern is also ambiguous since it can equally well

be indexed as arising from (loi2) ~thex with very small
errors as indicated in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1

Interplanar spacings in ~'hex and ~'cubic

Reflection d fcc run Reflection d hex run

111 0.494
0.259
0.)0)

0111
2021
2110

0.509
0.262
0.)05

1)1
022

Sturkey noted in his investigation that the
formation of the transition precipitate ,~as enhanced by
the application of )O~ deformation in the interval bet,reen
quenching and ageing. This has been found to be the case
in the present study ,nth ~thex, also no nucleation of
~tcubic has been found on dislocations. In view of these
observations, together with the ambiguity of previously
published evidence, it is strongly felt that the

precipi tate detected by Sturltey was the hexagonal, not
the cubic, polymorph of ~ t M~ Th.

Mushovic and Stoloff (59,60], in their study of the
ternary alloy~ claim that the ~" Mg,Th structure

transforms to ~'cubic on prolonged ageing. The ~tcubic

remains as plates on the {loio} planes of magnesium.

The evidence presented for the existence of the ~'cubic
phase consists of one diffraction pattern purporting to
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show an orientation relationship

(Ill) ppt II (0001) Hg

[220] ppt II [l120J Hg

bet.w een matrix and precipitate. However, the
reflections claimed to be due to the M&Th P'cubic
phase can be indexed as arising from l-Ig0, whd.ch
forms as an epitaxial film on magnesium on prolonged
exposure to the electron beam. The· structure of Ng 0
is f.c.c. with a = 0.421 nm, i.e. approximately half
that of ~'cubic 0.857, 'ihich explains the apparent
confusion. The pattern published by Nushovic and
Stoloff indexes as a [OOOlJ Mg zone axis and a [Ill]
zone axis of Ng O. This is the orientation relationship
found by Hales, Dobson and Smallman [117] for an
epitaxial film of Ng 0 on magnesium. In the light of
this evidence it can be seen that the micrographs

published by Mushovic and Stoloff show·ing precipitates
on {loIo} planes, are of the ~" phase.

Stratford [63] found evidence of both ~'hex and

~'cubic in a ternary ~~-Th-Zr alloy aged at 3JOoC.
However, in contrast to several other 'mrl~ers, he found

no evidence of intergranular ~ preCipitation, even after

periods of up to 96 hours at 330°C. The electron
diffraction pattern sho,~ for ~'cubic had a ()10) zone
axis and indicated an orientation relationship of
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[3l0J II [OOOlJ.

The present investigation has found orientation

relationships

[110] \I [1010] Ng
[113] II [2110] Ng

[111] II [1011] Ng

but it has been found that no unique relationship exists.

In a later communication (116J, it ",as shown that
the [)10] zone axis ~'cubic pattern originated from a
particle similar in form to those observed in the present
investigation, i.e. a pointed, rod-shaped particle.

Stratford, however, appears from this evidence to have
assumed that all particles similar in appearance to this
rod-shaped particle are in fact ~'cubic. This has been
shown in the present work not to be so. The large
majority of rod-shaped particles identified conclusively
by electron diffraction· proved to be ~ M~ The. }fanyof
these ~ particles ,.,ereahown to have their long axes

parallel to [2110] and to be identical in appearance to
the particles Stratford refers to as ~'cubic particles in

an [0001] foil aged for one hour at 425°C. It should be

noted that difficulty is often obtained in identifying

conclusively.particles in this condition as they are

often too thick to transmit electrons. However, it is



strongly felt, in view of the results of this and other
investigations where ~ has been found, in a variety of
orientations and morphologies, under conditions similar
to those used by Stratford, that the majority of the

rod-shaped particles are ~, not ~'cubic.

Summary

The results of the present investigation, together

,dth the results of several recent papers on prec~pitation
in Mg-Th-Zr and ~~-Th alloys, can be summarised as
follows.

(i) The precipitation sequence in Mg-Th-Zr alloys ~s

super saturated
solid solution

where the symbol ~' ~s taken to ~nclude both
polymorphs ~'hexand ~'cub~c but strongly weighted
in favour of the ~'hex polymorph.

(ii) The ~'hex phase has been shown to nucleate

extens~vely on dislocations and does not occur in

the super-pure Mg-Th alloy unless deformation is
applied before ageing due to the lack of' suitable

nucleation sites. It has been shown to precipitate
with the,orientation relationship



(0001) Ng II (0001) ~ 'hex

(2110) Ng II (1010) ~'hex.

(iii) ~'cubic has been ahown to occur in a ternary alloy
in extremely small proportions. It has been abown
not to have a unique orientation relationship.

(iv) The ~ Hge Ths phase precipitates both w"ithin the
grains and at grain boundaries. In the former
case it can assume a variety of orientations and
morphologies.
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(a)

oMg-Th-Zr alloy aged for one day at 350 c.
Particles A and B were identified by electron diffraction

as ~ 'hexagonal. Other particles we rc identified as ~ M~ 'l'he

Mag 16,000 x



(b)

(c)

Figure 4.1(b) ~·lg-Th-Zr alloy aged 16 hrs at J500C
showi.ng ~ 'hex precipitation on dislocation around

insoluble particles. Mag 10,000 x

(c) Dj_~fraction pattcrn showdng

[OOOlJ Hg II [0001 ] ~ 'hex

[2110J Hg II [lOioJ ~ 'hcx



1010 1100• •

. ._
1100 1010

·Figure 4.2 Schematic illustration of
[OOOlJ Hg II [OOOlJ ~ 'hex

pattern showing orientation relationship
[lOlOJHg II [2IIOJ~'hex
[2110] Hg II [1010 ] ~ Ihex
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0002

(b) (c)

Figu.re Il.3 Nt':-Th-Zr alloy aged 30 hr s at JJOoc

(a) R'hex precipitating on dislocations Nag 10,000 X
(b) DIffraction of above showing [ ...lIo]Hg II [00011 ~'h('x

(c) SGhematic of above
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(b) (c)

Figure '!.l~ Hg-Th-Zr aged 24 hrs at .350oC

Electron diffruction Pattern [OOOlJ zone axis ~'hex
showing continuous s·trcalcs in all [10]0] * directions

Electron diffractionpatt~rn_sho'\dng [2113J Ng II [lOllJ p "h cx
discontinuous streaks in [10llJ* directions
Schematic of (b)
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( c)
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( a)

(b)

Figure l1.7

(a) Mg-Th alloy deformed 10% before ageing 1 hr at 2750C
~'hex precipitate on dislocations Mag 50,000 X

(b) l-lg-Th-Zralloy deformed lO~ before ageing 1 hr at 2750C
~'hex precipitate on dislocations Mag 50,000 X
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I~igure h.B Ng-Th-Zr ag ed one day at 3500C

(a) S.A.D. showi ng [211J ~ zone axis
(b) Schematic (a)
(c) S.A.D. showing [OOlJ ~ zone axis
(d) Schematic (c)
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Figure lJ:.9 Ng-Th-Zr alloy aged 16 hrs at JJOoC

(a) Diffraction from rod-shaped particle [110] ~Icubic
(b) Schematic (a)
(c) Diffraction from rod-shaped particle (332 ] ~'cubic
( d) Schematj.c (c)•
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Figure 4.9 Mg-Th-Zr alloy aged 16 hrs at 330°C

(e) Diffraction from rod-shaped particle [1l~ ~'cubic
(f) Schematic (e)
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Figure ~.9 Mg-Th-Zr alloy aged 16 hrs at 3JOoC.

(g) Diffraction from rod shaped particle [ll~J ~, cubic
(h) Schematic (g)



CHAPTER 5

THE Ng-Th SYSTEN: EFFECT OF Mn, Zn AND Ag ADDITIONS

The elevated temperature properties of Mg-Th alloys
~~

have been, in earlier chapters. These properties

are enhanced by additions of other elements. In some

cases the additions are small and their influence on

mechanical properties may be due to a change in the size

and distribution of the strengthening Mg-Th precipitates.

Nanganese and zinc, however, are frequently added in

quantities that amount to several per cent and in this

case the improvement in properties could reasonably be

expected to be due to the precipitation of phases other

than those present in the binary Mg-Th system. In the

present investigation alloys containing both trace

additions (0.1 at %> and larger ternary additions (- 0.5

at ~) of the elements zinc and manganese have been studied.

Trace additions of silver have also been investigated.

5.1. Trace Additions of Zn, Ag and Mn

Electrical resistivity experiments carried out on a

~~-Th alloy containing 0.1 at ~ additions of Zn, Mn or

Ag showed that the kinetics of precipitation were only

markedly altered by the presence of zinc (Figures 5.1,
5.2 and 5.3>.
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All the curves '....ere analysed according to the
Johnson-Hehl equation in which fraction transformed, y,

after time t is given by

y =
R -R
o t

R -Ro F
(5.l)

Rearrangement leads to:

(Ro-~)
lo~o log,o{R -R ) = m loStot -log,o r - log,o 2.)05 (5.2)

t F

where rn and r are the equation constants. The resulting
time exponents m wez-e determined from plots of

Ro-~lo~o lo~o R -IL vs , log t and found to lie in the range
t r'

0.3 - 0.5 for alloys aged at 1500C and, excluding the
zinc containing alloy, for alloys aged at 2500C and 3500C
time exponents were 1.5 ± 0.1 and 1.0 ± 0.1 respectively.

These values correspond '....ell ,dth the values found by
Noble and Crook [61] in their study of the binary alloy.

The value of'm = 1.5 can be associated ''lithdif'fusion .

controlled growth and the value m = 1.0 can be associated
with dislocation nucleation.

The alloy containing zinc, however, when aged at

250
0C was seen to be completely different to the other

alloys. Analysis according to equation(5.l) gave a
linear -log log y va , log t from l...hich a time exponent of'
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0.4 was calculated, similar to that obtained for all
alloys at 150oC. The 3500C isotherm for the alloy
containing zinc sbows a time exponent of 0.8. Howev'ez-,
ageing at this temperature produces extended dislocations

in addition to the ~ M~Th6 precipitate and it is to be
expected that this dissociation process would make a
significant contribution to the resistivity of the alloy
and so affect the kinetic analysis of the alloy.

Electron microscope observations showed the
pre~ipitation behaviour in the silver and manganese
bearing alloy to be identical to that of the binary alloy.
In all alloys including the binary alloy aged at

otemperatures < 150 C no structural changes could be
detected in spite of the substantial resistivity decrease
that occurs at this ageing temperature. The resistivity
decrease is too large to be explained in terms of vacancy
annealing but can be explained by assuming some type of
atomic rearrangement is trueingplace, possibly short range
order, which ·,rouldlead to a resistivity drop, but would
give little or no diffraction evidence.

At higher ageing temperatures the ~"(~9 ) phase was
found in all alloys except the zinc bearing systems the

number densities (,..,ld2 /~) of the ~" were similar to

the binary alloy. In the zinc containing alloy, in spite

of long ageing treatments at 250°C and 275°C, no evidence
of the ~" phase could be found. The only precipitate :found



in this latter alloy was ~, N~Th6 whLch formed at
temperatures of JOOoC and above. The ~ formation in the
H,g-'I'h-Znalloy 'vasaccompanied by stacking fault type
defects (Figure 5.J~j These have been extensively
studied [66] and shown to be extended dislocations bounded
by ~ (1010) partial dislocations.

5.2 Precipitation in the Mg-Th-Mn System

Magrresdum-rbbor-Lum alloys ,dth manganese additions are
used conunercially, a typical composition being Mg 2.0~ Th
1.0~ Mn (HM 21). At the start of this investigation very
little ,.,orkhad been reported in the literature on the
precipitation behaviour of this alloy. Howev ez-, during
the course of the present study a paper by Stratford
and Beckley [62] was published on the structural
characteristics of the ~I 21 alloy. The present work
merely confirms their findings and therefore a brief study
of the structural and ageing characteristics will be
pz-esented here.

Ageing. at )SO;oC produces a phase which is not present
in the precipitation sequence of the binary alloy

(Figure 5.4). Trace analysis showed the precipitate to

be of the form of discs on (0001) Mg. Di:f:fraction

patterns taken from areas containing this precipitate
showed it to be abighly ordered hexagonal structure with
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lattice parameters c = 3.12 nm, a = 0.556 nrn. The
orientation relationship from the pattern in Figure 5.5(a)

is seen to be

(0001) ppt \I (0001) Ng

(1120) ppt II (1010) Ng.

This structure proved to be extremely stable, being
present in foils aged 48 hours at 4000C. Continued ageing
at this and higher temperatures produced a microstructure
as seen in Figure 5.6. Some of the particles w·ere
identified as P ~Tha and others were assumed to be
~Th6. Positive confirmation of the latter was not
possible as the thickness of most of the particles made
it impossible to achieve good diffraction conditions.

5.3 Precipitation in the Mg-Th-Zn System

Additions of up to 2~ Zn improve the creep properties

of Mg-Th alloys [118]. This improvement is dependent on

the Th/Zn ratio and is thought to be due to a grain
boundary precipitate lfhich is present in the cast alloys

[119]. Yamamoto, Klimek and Rostoker [120] in a detailed
study of the Mg-Th-Zn system, detected a phase not present

in either the systems Mg-Th or Mg-Zn, which they

designated 8. This phase was found in alloys containing
large amounts of thorium and zinc and the structure was



determ~ned as hexagonal w~th lattice parameters

c = 0.702 run, a = 0.436 nm, cIa = 1.61. Crook, in a
later study [115], did not detect the e precipitate,
but found evidence of another phase, designated r", in a
3 .0% Th 2 .O~ Zn alloy. This precipitate was found to
have the unusual habit plane {2025}, the structure of
the precipitate wa s not determined. In vLew of the
mechanical property enhancement produced by zinc additions
to Mg-Th alloys, it wa s felt worthwhile to examine the
alloy to determine the cause of the improvement and, if
possible, to develop the optimum ageing conditions for
peak properties.

Alloys wez-eprepared with Zn/Th (weight) ratios
between 0.67 and 2.67. Electron microscopy did not reveal
the e or the r" phases in any of the alloys. the only
precipi tate identified by electron diffraction was
~, M~T~. Solution treatment of these alloys had been
carried out by immersing the specimen in a mixture of
dichromate salts. Since commercial practice often uses
an S~ protective atmosphere for heat treatment, and
since it was known also that Crook [115] had used this
type of atmosphere for the heat treatment of some of his

alloys, it was decided to repeat the electron microscopy

of the alloys using this type of protective atmosphere.
Again, no 9 phase was detected but the y" "as :found in
these samples (Figure 5.7). Due to the very fine nature
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of the precipitate, no diffraction evidence was obtained
:fromthe precipitate,· but presumably it forms by diffusion
of sulphur Lrrto the alloy, whd ch reacts w'ith the zinc to
produce the finely dispersed phase.

Solution treatment of the alloy in dichromate salts

produced a material completely free of second phase
except after high temperature ageing when the ~ phase was
precipitated. The action of zinc in improving the creep
properties of the Mg-Th system appears therefore to be
one of keeping the thorium in solid solution.

5 .l~ Discussion

The trace element additions to the system Mg-Th
appear to have little or no effect on the precipitation
sequence with the exception of.zinc. An addition of
0.1 at ~ Zn ....0.25 at ",completely supressed the ~"
reaction and extended the "low'temperature reaction" up
to 250oC. In Mg-Th it has been suggested that the
resistivi ty drop on low'temperature ageing is due to

short-range ordering taking place. This phenomenon has
been noted in Mg-Pb alloys where it also precedes the

formation of a highly ordered, ~a precipitate. The

fact that the rate of the low temperature reaction, as

measured by the resistivity technique, is unaffected by
the addition of zinc appears to ahow that the zinc atoms
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are not associating ,vith quenched-in vacancies. It is

possible that the ordering reaction involves zinc atoms
and that a relatively stable short range ordered structure
is formed containing both thorium and zinc atoms. The
relative sizes of the atoms involved appear to favour
this as the zinc atom is ,..,12% smaller than magnesium and
the thorium atom is ~ 13~ larger.

The phase formed initially in the Ivlg-Thalloy
containing large additions of manganese is quite different

from those formed in the binary Mg-Th systems. The highly
ordered structure precipitates as discs on the Mg(OOOl)
with c = 3.16 nm and a = 0.556 nm cIa 5.68. The c
parameter is 6 X c Mg and the a parameter v) X a Ng. The

structure and orientation relationship confirm that
reported by Stratford and Beckley [62] in a study of the
HM 21 alloy. They considered that the phase forms by the

introduction of manganese atoms into the M~Th ~9

structure lnth ordering to produce the large c spacing.
The composition of the compound would then be Mg} (ThMn) •

The precipitate has remarkable temperature stability.

the phase 1'1aSstill found in samples aged 48 hours at
400°C. The stability of this phase undoubtedly

contributes to the good high temperature strength o£ this
alloy.

In the system Mg-Th-Zn the effect of zinc appears to
be to keep the thorium in solid solution and the
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improvement in creep properties could possibly be due to
a solid solution strengthening effect. Ho,qever, the
alloys studied in the present investigation have been
worlced and homogenised, unlike the commercia~ a~loy,
which is generally used in the cast state. In this
condition a grain boundary precipitate is formed [118]
which has not been found in the present study and is
possibly the e phase detected by Yamamoto et ale [120J.
Further work is necessary on both the microscopy of the

cast alloy and the creep properties of both homogenised
and cast alloys before the true effect of zinc can be
determined.
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CHAPTER 6

THE Mg-Nd SYSTEM:

EFlt""ECTOF ZINC ADDITIONS ON IvlIcnOSTHUCTURE

The addition of zinc to magnesium-neodymium alloys
has been claimed [121] to have a beneficial effect on
the creep properties. However, little systematic work
bas been done on the creep properties of this alloy
system and no \~orkhas been published on the reasons for
the improvement of the creep properties. In this and
the following chapters Mg-Nd-Zn alloys of various
concentrations have been studied and the creep properties

correlated wi.ththe microstructure of the alloys.

6.1 Preliminary Investigations

A _Mg 2 .8~ Nd 1.35% Zn alloy wa s chosen for the
initial investigation. This alloy contains equiatomic

proportions of zinc and neodymium and is near to the

composition o~ the commercial alloy.
A general survey of the precipitation behaviour of

the alloy was determined by heating a solution-treated

specimen at a rate of 10C/min and continuously measuring

the changes in resistivity. The resulting curve of
resistivity vs temperature is shown in Figure 6.1.
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Deviations from the interpolated solid solution line
occur in the range 80°C - 480°C. It is convenient to
divide the deviation·into three separate regions

(i) loW"temperature processes (up to 200°C)

(ii) medium temperature processes (200°C - 250°C)

(iii) high temperature processes (250°C - 480°C).

It should be noted that the temperature ranges
indicated above for the three precipitation ranges are
expected to exceed the corresponding limits found during
isothermal experiments since non-equilibrium conditions
existing during continuous heating should cause a
hysteresis effect. Ho'w'ever,the continuous heating curve

does provide information on whdch to base isothermal
experimentsl these will now'be described.

6.2 Low Temperature Processes

°Resistivity isotherms at temperatures between 50 C
and ISOoC are shown in Figure 6.2. The curves approximate

to the typical sigmoidal reaction curves but show no
distinct induction periods, in fact the l250C and l500C

isotherms indicate a substantial amount of the trans-

£ormation is over by the time measurements could be

taken, i.e. approximately 4 to S minutes from the

commencement of ageing. ~owever, the remaining isotherms
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'vere sufficiently complete to be analysed in terms of
equation 5.1. Linear plots resulted from the data
obtained and these are ahown in Figure 6.3. The time
exponent in all cases is 0.5 ± 0.05. To examine the
nature of the reaction foils l'l'ereaged at 1000C for
24 hours, this being the time required for completion
of the reaction as indicated by the kinetic curve, and
examined in the electron microscope. No evidence of
any precipitation reaction was found either by direct

observation or by electron diffraction. Representative
electron diffraction patterns are shown in Figure 6.4.

The fact that a substantial resistivity drop (,..,4%)
was observed, however, indicates that some form of atomic

re-arrangement is taking place. Resistivity changes of
comparable magnitude have been detected during the low
temperature ageing of other magnesium based alloy

systems and have been attributed to the formation of
regions of short range order [61].

6.3 }.tediumTemperature Processes

The resistivity isotherms for ageing temperatures
o 0 0200 C, 225 C and 250 C are shown in Figure 6.5. At all

three temperatures the curves can be seen to be the sum

of'at least t,~oprecipitation reactions. The 2000C curve

is the sum of three reactions, a part of the initial drop



being due to the Low temperature mechanism previously

discussed. In this section, howe'ver, only the first
reaction is considered.

This reaction gave a drop of approximately 12% and
the kinetics of the reaction became appreciably faster

,'liththe increase in ageing temperature, . until at 2500C
the reaction was complete after approximately 30 minutes.
For the analysis according to equation 5.1 only the first
part of the curve wa s used, the second transformation
being dealt with in the follow'ing section. The data
fitted this equation we.Ll,and time exponents of 1.5 ± 0.1
were determined for all three curves. The analysis of
the three curves is shown in Figure 6.6.

Specimens wer-e prepared for microscopy after ageing
for a time that corresponded to completion of the reaction.
The resulting structure after 35 minutes at JOOoC is sho\Ol
in Figure 6.7. The accompanying diffraction pattern

shol'lsthat the precipitate is highly coherent \'lith the
matrix. It proved very easy to obtain diffraction
patterns from the precipitate and examples of patterns

are shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 with schematic diagrams.

Trace analysis showed that the morphology of the precipitate,

l'lhichhas been designated y", was that of discs on {0001} l-ig.

The precipitate proved to be very thin in the [0001]

direction and this gave rise to relrods in the [0001]*

direction in diffraction patterns with [loio] and [2iio]
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zone axes. These [0001]* relrods passed through all

magnesium relpoints and through positions one-third of
the distance between·spots in [l~lO]*. By ageing at
J25°C for one hour the precipitate ,..as able to be
coarsened sufficiently to give rise to diffractions,
which appear as maxima in the streaks (Figure 6.8 b) •
From this data the structure of the precipitate was
determined to be hexagonal c = 1.56 nm, a = 0.55 nm,
cIa = 2.81 nm. Diffraction patterns from [JOj2],
[5i4J] and [loi2] magnesium zone axes, howev er-,contain
non-matrix reflections which cannot be explained in terms
of the structure proposed. The reflections, however,
can be explained in terms of relrod intersections ''l'ith

the E''l'aldsphere. Figure 6 .10 ahowa a portion of the
reCiprocal lattice of magnesium together with the
[0001]* relrods from the y" structure. The section
shewn represents the [3032] zone axis and f'orthe' sal~e
of clarity the relrods have been terminated in the
diffraction plane. The finite thickness of the E''1ald
sphere in the diffraction plane leads to the intersection

of'the relrods and the diffraction plane leaving short
streaks on the diffraction pattern elongated in the

fIol3]* direction. The pattern from [JOj2],together

with the s,chematic illustration, is shown in Figure 6.11.

The patterns from [1012] and [5143] can be explained in
a similar manner. Of'course the relrods give streaks on



patterns from all zone axes except [OOOI]Mg, where the
intersection is at 900• Howe'ver-,this does not lead to
an uncertainty in determining the structure since true
precipitate spots have been observed in prism orientation
and this, together l"ith the basal pattern, allows a unique
solution to the structure.

The orientation relationship of'the precipitate 'W'ith
the matrix is

[OOOlJ Mg II [OOOlJ y"

[1:010]Mg II [21:10]1'''.

This relationship is demonstrated in Figure 6.7(c). All
the patterns proved to be consistent l'l"iththis orientation

relationship'and a stereogram showing common magnesium/
precipitate zone axes is sholfllin Figure 6.13.

6.4 High Temperature Processes

The high temperature precipitating phase has been
f'ound to ~orm at temperatures above 2000C and has been
designated 1'.

The tl"O stage isotherms f'orthe formation of y from
r" have been ahown in the previous section (Figure 6.5)

and the curves for ageing temperatures of 275°C - 350°C
are shown in Figure 6.14. These curves again show the

typical characteristics of nucleation and grol'fthreaction
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and the analysis of the curves is shown in Figure 6.15.

The values of the time exponent n decreased from 1.4 to
1.0 at ageing temperatures in the range 250°C - 350°C.

Electron microscopy revealed the structure shown in

Figure 6.16 after ageing for 3 hours at 325°C, i.e.
ageing conditions for the completion of the y reaction.
The grain sholn1is in [0001] orientation and the y phase
is seen to have six traces, 600 apart in all (1010) and
(2110) directions. Further microscopy and trace analysis
showed the y phase to have a morphology of rods lying on
the basal plane \'Iith the long directions in (1010) and

(2110) directions.
Diffraction patterns taken in various orientations

were solved in terms of a f.c.c. structure with a = 0.72nm.o

The orientation relationship was determined as

[OOOl]!wIgH [220] y

[2110) Mg " [Ill] y

[1010] Mg .11 [211] t-

Diffraction patterns, together with schematic illustrations,

are shown in Figure 6.18. From the schematics of the
[10io] and [2iio] patterns the reason for the development

of two growth directions can be seen. The diffraction

patterns ahow that 5d(l120)Mg = 2d(lll) 'Y and

d(lOiO)Mg = d(112)y. The good matching between these
planes enables the precipitate to grow with the minimum
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of strain energy.
The lattice parameter for the y phase was calculated

from several precipitate cross grating patterns liliich
were not closely related to that of the matrix, e.g. the
[OOlJ zone axis pattern sho,'lnin Figure 6.18(a). From
this parameter the misfit s for the bro situations
(Ill) y II (1120) Mg and (112) y II (1010) Ng were calculated.

The misfits proved to be 3.5% and 5.9~ respectively but
the diffraction evidence outlined earlier indicates that

in the former case, at least, this misfit is accommodated
by elastic strains.

Precipi tation of the y phase was seen to occur on
odislocations at all temperatures above 250 C. NUcleation

of precipitates on dislocations takes place due to the
relief of strain energy by the interaction of strain
fields of precipitate and dislocation. This can only
occur if the Burgers vector ~ is not normal to the misfit
vector R of the precipitate, i.e. ~.~ f O. The misfit
vector may be defined as the direction in which the
matrix planes close to the precipitate suffer the greatest
elastic displacements. This occurs for plate precipitates
such that R is perpendicular to the plane of the plate

and for rod shaped precipitates such that ~ cannot be

uniquely defined but occurs in all directions in a plane
perpendicular to the axis of the rod.

In magnesium the commonest stable dislocations are



the i (1120) type, who se slip plane is (0001); all six
habits of the y phase occur such that the axes of their
rods lie in the basal plane. The .!?_.R "I 0 condition for
any particular Burgers vector (e.g. ~[1120J) is fulfilled
by only five out of the possible six habits of the y

precipitate, since for the remaining one (the rod whose
long axis is [1120]) R is always normal to~. Thus up
to five habits of y could be expected to occur on anyone
dislocation; all observations of precipitation of r on
dislocations were in accordance \d th this observation.
The situation is ana1agous to that in A1-eu [1], l'there
a' nucleates on two of a possible three habits on any
;(110) type dislocation.

6.5 Discussion

The resistivity results presented in the earlier
sections may be analysed to yield the reaction activation
energies. The temperature dependence of the reaction

k~etics usually obeys an equation of the Arrhenius
type:

K' =. A exp -(:r) (6.1)

where K' is the rate constant, kT is the thermal energy,

A is a frequency factor and Q is the empirical activation
energy. Provided the rate constant K' is the only
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temperature dependent term in the empirical rate

equation representing the reac·tion, 1>:' is proportional

to ty-1, [122], wher-e ty is the time required for a

fixed amount of transformation X.

Therefore:

or

= con s t ant -10g10 A + 2.3031<f
Q

and a linear relationship should exist b et.ween 10$10 ty

and T-1 , the gradient of wh Lch should be 2.~3k.

Figure 6.19 shows that such a relationship does

exist for the Ici.n et Lc curves presented in the previous

sections. The curves have been plotted on the basis of

ty being equal to the time to 50~ transformation (to•5).
Uncertainty does exist, however, in assigning to•5
values to many of those curves 'which have a very short

inCUbation period. In these cases a considerable part

of the reaction my be over before readings can be taken.

These curves have been extrapolated back to zero time

assuming a total resistance change equal to that sho'm

by transformation curves for the same phase, but at

lower temperatures where a longer incubation time exd.st s ,

so that none of the reaction is missed.

Uncertainty also exists in the kinetic analysis of
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those curves that show bvo distinct reactions. Here the

time for 50% transformation is taken from the first curve
in.the normal ''fayand the second is extrapolated back to
a "false zero" on the resistance scale. The to•5 value
is then taken as the 50% transformation from the false
zero reading to the completion of the reaction. To
illustrate this technique the 2250C isotherm (Figure 6.5)
ahows h'lodistinct resistance drops. The first part of
the curve, giving a drop of approximately l2~, is caused
by precipitation of the ylt phase. This reaction gives a
value for to•5 of 100 minutes. The second reaction due
to the y phase causes a further drop of 6%, giving a

to.5 value of 2,000 minutes.
In this way the results reported can be interpreted,

as sho,'lnin Figure 6.19, where part of three curves
representing the low temperature reaction, the y" reaction
and the y reaction are shown. The lOl'lertemperature.
portions of each curve are linear and from the gradients
the following activation energies were obtained.

KJ/mol eV/atom
Low temperature reaction 8a 0.85

rlt 147 1.53
1 132 1.37

The values for the 1" and 'Y phases are similar to the
value quoted in the literature for the self diffusion of
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magnesium; 134 KJ/mol (1.39 ev/atom). This indicates
that the precipitation reactions for these t1'10phases are
rate-controlled by solute atoms diffusing to the growing
nuclei. The 101'1temperature reaction, however, is
governed by a much smaller activation energy and it seems
likely that this can be associated with the value of
48 KJ/mol (0.5 eV/atom) [123] for vacancy migration in
magnesium. The rather high value for the activation
energy may be explained assuming a binding energy of
approximately 0.3 eV/atom between a neodymium atom and a
vacancy. This is similar to the typical solute-vacancy
binding energies found in aluminium alloys.

The analysis of the resistivity data yields values

for n, the time exponent, of 0.5, 1.5 and 1.~/l.0 for
the low temperature reaction, rtf and y phases
respectively.

The value of 0.5 is similar to the value obtained
for G.p. zone formation in Al-Cu [la~] and binary Mg-Nd
[65] alloys and is assumed to relate to some vacancy
assisted atomic rearrangement process. The value of

f for the ,r" reaction is typical of a reaction involving
diffusion controlled growth of a fixed number of particles

[125], i.e. zero nucleation rate. It appears that this

should be the case with the y" phase because, due to the
coherent nature of the phase, no nucleation difficulty
seems to exist. After the initial part of the reaction



very little nucleation should be taking place.

The values of n for the y reaction ure approximately

°l.'l: at .250C, wher-ethe y is forming from y", to the
value of 1.0 at 325°C and 350oC. This latter figure
is in agreement ldth the value associated with the
diffusion controlled gro'wth of cylinders or rods [125].

The low temperature reaction is similar to that
observed in other magnesium alloys, e.g. Mg-Th [61) and
Mg-~m [105], where solute clustering has been deduced
from resistivity measurements and other methods but no
diffraction evidence for G.p. zones has been found. It
would appear that the zinc addition to the Mg-Nd system
is completely suppressing the G.p. zone reaction found

in the binary alloy and in its place some atomic rearrunge-
ment process is preceding the formation of the ordered
hexagonal (y"> phase.

The y" phase shows a strong coherence with the
matrix. The lattice parameters of this phase are related
to those of the matrix by the relationships

arn = -IJa Mg and =r" = Jc Mg.

The precipitate appears to be a true ternary phase as no
phases l~ith the above lattice parameters are £ormed in

the systems I-lg-Nd[65], Mg-Zn [89] or Nd-Zn [126]. The

y" phase, however, does bear a resemblance to a phase
recently observed in a Mg-Th-Mn alloy [62]. This phase
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has an identical morphology and orientation relationship.

The lattice parameters are also similar, they are quoted
as being a = YJa Hg, .c = 6.c Ng, it can be seen that the

a parameters in the systems Hg-Nd-Zn and Hg-Th-lvlnare
identical but the c parameter of the manganese bearing
alloy is tl'licethat of the alloy in the present
investigation. The binary Mg-Nd and Mg-Th systems shol'l
a preference for ordering in the early stages of
precipitation, both forming structures of the D~9 type
a = 2.a Mg, c = c Ng ,'lithprobable composition Mg3Th
and Hg3Nd , Both Nd and Th have atomic sizes greater
than that of magnesium and the introduction of a small
third atom, zinc or manganese, presumably alters the
stacking sequence and leads to the promotion of the
ordered ternary compounds. The different c parameters of
the ternary phases in the two alloys presumably result from
different matching in the c direction due to the different
sizes of the atoms concerned.

The equilibrium, y phase is also not found in the
systems Mg-Nd, Mg-Zn or Nd-Zn and therefore must be a
true ternary phase. This means that the effect of an

addition of 1.J~ Zn to a binary Mg a.8~Nd alloy is to

completely suppress the binary precipitation sequence
which has been sho\~ to be [65]

G .p. zones ~ f3" ~ f3' --?I> ~



and to replace it with a pseudo-binary system involving

t.wo ternary Ng-Nd-Zn phases previously unreported

10'" temperature reaction ~ y" ~ y.
(possibly involving S.R.O.)
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Figure 6.l1; Hg"Nd-Zn

Aged 24 hrs at 100°C
Representative selected area ditfr~ction patterns

Cod (OOOIJ zone axis
~ -- ](h) "I "Ii .. axis .-.l<;.,Lt] zone

(c) [lOllJ zone axis
( d) [21:10] zone axis
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Figure 6.7 Ng-Nd-Zn

(a) Aged 35 minutes at 300°C. Pronounced precipitate
free zone. Hag. 11:0,000 X

(b) Aged 1 hour at 300°C, y wi.t.h baclcground y".
Nag. 10,000 X
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Figure 6.10

SectLon of the reciprocal lattices
o:fmagnesium and y" superimposed

Large circles denote magnesium relpoints
and small circles denote y" relpoints
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Figure 6.11 Mg-Nd-Zn
(a) Schematic representation of [3032J section

of magnesiwn reciprocal lattice ,'[ith [0001]
relrods from y" structure superimposed
Selected area diffraction pattern [J03.aJ zone axis(b)

(c) Schematic (b) showing streak intersections
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(b) Schematic (a)
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Figure 6.16 A6ed'

Orientation [OOOlJ Nag 11,000 X



Figure 6.16(b) Ng-Nd-Zn.

Aged 1 hour at 325°C
y precipitation on dislocations

Nag ':.1;0,000 X
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CHAPTER 7

THE Mg-Nd SYSTE~l:

EFFECT OF ZINC ON ~mCHANICAL PROPERTIES

To determine the influence of zinc on the mechanical
properties of the Mg-Nd system, alloys were prepared with

nominal compositions 2.8~ Nd, 2.8% Nd 0.3~ Zn, 2.8~ Nd
0.7% Zn and 2.8% Nd 1.3% Zn. The compositions correspond
to additions of zinc o£ 0.1 atomic ~, 0.25 atomic % and
0.5 atomic %. The chemical analyses of these alloys are
shown in Appendix II•

7.1 Room Temperature Proof Stress

Proof stress ageing curves l~ere determined for the
binary alloy and the alloy containing 1.3~ zinc at ageing

o 0temperatures of 200 C and 250 C. These temperatures were
chosen as the ageing temperatures most likely to give

peak properties and also because this is the temperature

used in commercial practice [127]. The results are

presented in Figure 7.1. It can be seen from this that

peak properties are attained after ageing for approximately
four days at 200°C.



7.2 Creep Testing

The commercial alloys based on the system magnesium-

rare earths are claimed to have good creep properties
at temperatures up to 2500C and therefore in the present
investigation creep testing has been carried out at 2000C
and 2500C on all alloys. In all cases specimens w"ere
allO\~ed one hour after insertion into the creep furnace
and prior to application of the load, this being
sufficient for the specimen to attain the test temperature.

Prior to all testing, all alloys were aged to a
standard condition,this being an ageing time to peak

oproof stress at 200 C.
The parameter chosen for comparison purposes was

the steady state creep rate. Due to the limited time
available, the tests were of comparatively short duration
and it was felt that this parameter provided a better
basis for comparison than, for example, the permanent
elongation after fifty hours. In the latter measurement

a large amount of the elongation would occur during

.loading and in the first few minutes of the test.

Typical creep curves are shown.in Figure 7.2, they show'
the classical two stage reaction of primary and

secondary creep;in only one case, the alloy containing
O.J~ Zn, was any evidence of tertiary creep found. This
alloy, on analysis, proved to be low in neodymium, 2.5%
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instead of 2.8~ (see Appendix II). In an attempt to
rationalise the result for this alloy, binary Ng-Nd
alloys of various neodymium contents were aged for
four days at 2000C and their room temperature 0.1%
proof stresses determined (Figure 7.3). As can be
seen from the graph, the proof stress is Lowez-ed some
30~ by reducing the neodymium content from 2.8~ to
2.5~. The alloy containing 0.3~ zinc, as will be shown
in a later section, contains only binary phases and the

creep resistance of the alloy is assumed to arise almost
entirely from these phases ,'lithonly a small contribution,
in the form of solid solution strengthening, from the
zinc. It has been felt reasonable, therefore, to adjust
the results for the alloy with low neodymium concentration
by a factor of 0.3.

Also, a short investigation was carried out on the

stress dependence of creep in the binary alloy. Specimens
of the binary alloy were tested with applied loads of

11.5, 12.0 and 12.5 Kg/mm2• The results are presented
in Figures 7.5 and 7.6. The stress exponent n in the
equation [128J

where E is the steady state creep rate, K is a
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function of temperature and structure only, and cr is the
applied stress, wa s found to be 23.8. This compares w'ith

values of fJ:.5 [129], '4.0 - 5.5 [1)0] and 7.5 - 19.0 (131]
found by various ''iorkersfor magnesium, the latter values
were associated with non-basal cross-slip of screw
dislocations and the slip motion of dislocations in
pyramidal slip.

7.) Microstructure of the Alloys

To determine the effect of the microstructure on
the creep properties of magnesium-neodymium alloys, it
was necessary to examine all alloys in the conditions
they were creep tested. In this way the phases
influencing the creep properties can be identified~ All
alloys were examined in the undeformed state but it was
felt that, under creep conditions, precipitation would be
expected to be rather more rapid due to pipe diffusion

along dislocation lines and increased precipitation on
dislocations. The alloys lfere examined after ageing
for

(a)

(b)

tour days and six days at 2000C and
. 0four days at 200 C plus a further one hour and

two days at 250°C.

These conditions are equivalent to those at the beginning

and end of the creep tests at 200°C and 250°C respectively.
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Binary Mg 2.8~ Nd alloy

oThe structure, after ageing at 200 C for four days,

is shown in Figure 7.7 (a). The foil is in [0001]

orientation and the precipitate is seen to have three
traces 600 apart in all (1010) directions. Diffraction
evidence ahowed the precipitate to be plates of ~, phase

(65] '\dth lattice parameters of a = 0.52 run and c = 1.30 run.
The ~t phase sho,~edlittle coarsening after a further two

days at 2000C. However, on ageing at 250°C, the ~t

coarsened considerably, until after two days at 250°C the
structure was coarse ~ t together with the equilibrium

~$2.8~ Nd 0.25% Zn alloy

The microstructure of this alloy was very similar
to the binary alloy in all conditions. No evidence of any
ternary phase, either by direct observation or by electron

diffraction, was found. On :further ageing at 250°C, as
in the binary alloy, the ~, became very coarse and
partially transformed to the ~ phase.

Mg 2.8% Nd O.7~Zn allo~

The structure, after ageing for four days at 2000C,
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is extremely complex. The diffraction pattern in Figure
7.8(b) indicates the structure to consist of binary ~"
and pI phases together with the ternary y" phase. In
this pattern the y" reflections can be clearly seen at
~(1120)*, and streaks in the (1120)* directions and the
(lOio)* directions indicate the presence of the ~" and
~, phases respectively. On ageing for six days at 2000C
all the ~" had transformed and the structure was a
mixture of y" and ~'. No·evidence of any ternary phases
were found after ageing at 250oC, the structure being
composed of coarse ~, and the equilibrium ~ phase.

Mg 2.8% Nd I.J~ Zn alloy

The precipitation sequence in this alloy has been
discussed in the pr.evious cbaptez-jonly the ternary
phases yft.and yare precipitated. In the alloy aged

four days at 2000C (Figure 7.9(a», the microstrUcture
was observed to be very fine y rods l'l'ith their long

directions in all (lOio) and (1120) directions. Diffraction

evidence (Figure 7.9(b» shows that fine yftis observed
in the background. The situation is not significantly
altered by ageing for a £urther two days at 2000C but

on ageing at 250°C the y" trans£orms to y. After four

days at 200°C followed by a two day treatment at 2500c

DO 1" is present and the structure is Coarse y (Figure 7.9(c».
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7.4 Discussion

The deforma·tion·of polycrystalline magnesium at
elevated temperatures has been studied by several workers
[129-133] and it has been found that non-basal slip
occurs. The predominant mode of deformation at room
temperature is slip on the (0001) plane in the (1120)
directions, but slip will occur on.other systems when
slip on the (0001) plane is inhibited for some reason.

In particular, it has been found that {loil} or {1010}
slip occurs in highly stressed areas, for example grain
boundary corners [134] and that slip occurs on the
system {lOll} (1120) at temperatures of 225°C and above

with relative ease [135 - 137]. The critically resolved
shear stresses for slip on (0001) (1120) and {lOll} (1120)
have been determined as 451 KN/m~ and 510 KN/~ respectively
at o25 c.

lVhen dealing with wrought, polycrystalline magnesium,
the material often has a'strongly preferred orientation
after recrystallisation, with basal planes lying in, or

.near, the plane of the sheet (or parallel to the axis of

the rod). lihen such a material is loaded in tension the
basal planes are parallel to the applied load and the

system (0001) (1120) is far from being ideally orientated
for easy slip. In such a situation it has been shown

[136,137] that the system (loll) (11~O) will operate at
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temperatures lower than 225°C and Reed-Hill and Hobertson
[137] found this to be the predominan·t mode of deformation

at l50oC.
The results obtained from the tensile and creep

tests in the present wor-k can be explained in terms of the
predominant mechanisms operative at the respective test
temperatures, and by the interaction of the dislocations

with precipitate particles. It is seen from Figure 7.1
that the binary Hg-Nd alloy is stronger than the ternary

Ng-Nd-Zn alloy aged at both 200°C and 2500C when tested
at room temperature. The phases present in the binary
Ng-Nd system aged at these temperatures are ~" and ~',
,.,hichform as plates on the {1120} and {lOIO} Hg planes

respectively. These plates thus form extremely effective
barriers to dislocation movement on the (0001) plane,
which, as explained earlier, is expected to be the
prominant deformation mode at this temperature. The
Mg-Nd-Zn system, ho,~ever, containing r" phase as plates
on the (0001) plane, are in the least favourable
orientation for blocking slip, as dislocations can climb
or cross slip around these particles lfith relative ease.

Over-ageing these. alloys at 250°C causes precipi~ation

of the y phase in the ternary alloy and coarsening of the

~' plates and transformation to ~ in the binary alloy.

The ~ phase forms as an irregular shaped precipitate with

no unique morphology. The y phase forms as rods on the



(OOOl)Mg with <ll~O) and (lOIo) growth directions and is
very much coarser than the y" phase. These phases thus
confer far less strengthening to the alloy and, as can
be seen from Figure 7.1, the properties falloff rapidly
as these phases are formed.

o 0In the creep tests at 200 C and 250 C, the predominant
mode of deformation would be expected to be {lOll} (1120)

slip. The y" plates, being extremely fine and lying at
an angle of 620 to the {lOll} planes, are a far more

efficient barrier to dislocation movement on the {lOll}
planes than the ~' phase, which is much coarser and makes
an angle of 6)0 and 280 to the {loil} planes. The
improvement in creep properties can be seen from Figure
7.•,to occur in the alloys containing O.7~ and 1.3% zinc
in ,..hich the y" is precipitating. The alloy with an
addition of only O.3~ zinc showed little or no improve-
ment in creep properties over the binary alloy, and
electron microscopy showed that this alloy precipitated
only those phases found in the binary system.

This strengthening effect by precipitate plates on

the basal planes of magnesium has also been observed in
the system Mg-Th-Nn, where a precipitate similar to 1"
has been observed [127,62]. The temperature range of

stability of this phase, however, is greater than that

of y" and therefore the useful working range of the alloy
is extended to 3500C. From the pr t d t ·t· desen a a 1 1S expecte
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that the range of application of the Mg-Nd-Zn alloy
(or Hg-HE-Zn where the rare earth addition is mainly

neodymium) wou.Id be temperatures preferably not
exceeding 2000C as at temperatures in excess of this
the r" transforms to y, wh i ch is not such an efficient

barrier to dislocation movement.
These results are contrary to some woz-k that has

been carried out in Russia [121J, where it was claimed
that optimum creep properties at 2500C occur in an alloy

containing 0.5% zincf additions beyond this were
detrimental to the high temperature creep properties.
Howev ez-, the results of this wor-k are not directly
comparable to those in the present study as the alloys

used contained zirconium and wez-etested in the cast
condition. Also the heat treatment cycle used by the
Russian workers (535°C for eight hours, air cool,
eighteen hours at 210oC) produced a structure with a
pronounced grain boundary film, a microstructure that is
completely different to the homogenised alloy studied in
the present work.
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Figure 7.7 Mg 2 .8% Nd

Aged 200°C for If days. Hal! 20,000 X

o 0Aged 200 C f'o r' '1; days + 2 days at 250 C. Hug 20,000 X
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CHAPTER 8

GENEHAL SUNMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has been concerned l~iththe study of the
ageing characteristics of the creep resistant alloys
based on the systems Mg-Th and Mg-Nd. Both alloys are
of high commercial importance, the Mg-Th system being
creep resistant to temperatures of 3500C and the
Mg-didymium (whd.cbcontains a large concentration of
neodymium) being usable up to temperatures of 250oC.

The precipitation sequences of the systems Mg-Th
and Mg-Th-Zr have been investigated and the results of

this and other studies have been sho~ to be consistent
with a precipitation sequence for the binary alloy

solid solution ~ ~ It Mg, Th ~ ~ Ngz The ,

and for the ternary alloy

solid solution -? ~"~ ~, Mg2 Th ~ (3 •

In the ternary alloy the term ~, is t&ten to include
both .polymorphs ~'cubic and (3'hex. The ~'hex was

found to precipitate extensively on dislocations and

could be induced to precipitate in the binary alloy when

a deformation of 10% was applied prior to ageing. The

mode of formation of the ~'cubic, however, is not clear.
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This phase has not been detected in the binary alloy,
or in the ternary alloy in the solution treated
condition, so from the available evidence it appears
to be part of the precipitation sequence of the
ternary alloy. Further wor-kwouLd be desirable on the
factors promoting the formation of this precipitate and
on the reasons ,qhy it is not found in the binary alloy,

as it appears it is a binary compound and does not
contain zirconium.

Trace additions of manganese and silver have very
little effect on the precipitation characteristics of
the Mg-Th system but a small (approximately 0.25%) zinc
addition is sufficient to completely suppress ~" formation.
The addition of approximately 2~ manganese promotes the
formation of a phase with lattice parameters a = v)a Hg

and c = 6c Mg. This phase, precipitating on the (0001)
oplanes, is stable to temperatures in excess of 350 C and

is therefore the reason for the good elevated temperature
properties of this alloy.

The effect of zinc additions to the Mg-Nd system
has been studied in some detail. The effect of a 1.3~
zinc addition to the Mg-Nd system is to change the
precipitation sequence completely from

solid .
solution -+ G.p. zones ~ ~" ~ ~, ~ ~

needles 11(0001) plates II{1120} plates II{IOlO}
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in the binary alloy to

solid ~? ~ y"solution
plates II{0001}

~ y
rods on U:>OO:Uin all
(1120) and (1010).

The Low temperature reaction appears to be vacancy
assisted and is similar to the loW"temperature reaction
that takes place in Ng-Th. No evidence of any G.P. zone
formation has been found in either alloy but careful
study by X-ray technique is desirable to elucidate the

nature of these Low temperature processes.
The effect of the change in precipitation sequence

caused by the addition of zinc to the Mg-Nd alloys has
a marked effect on the mechanical properties. In the
alloy containing 1.3% zinc the room temperature strength
has been found to be inferior to the binary alloy but
the elevated temperature creep properties have been
sholrnto be superior. A reduction in the steady state
creep rate of approximately 60% occurs w·hen an addition

of 1.3~ zinc is made to the binary alloy. This
reduction in creep rate has been explained in terms of

r" , as very fine plates on the (OOOl)Mg, acting as a

barrier to Iaoi i) (1120) slip, lrhich is the expected

mode of deformation at this temperature.

A preliminary survey, not mentioned in the text,

has also been made of the effect of silver additions
to the Ng-;Nd system. Considerab1e interest has been
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shown in alloys of this type since the discovery by
Payne and Bailey [138] that the properties of the
Ng-RE-Zr alloys could be considerably improved by the
addition of silver. The properties have been shown to

be further increased by the use of didymium mischmetal
which is richer in neodymium than cerium misclunetal,
indicating the probability of strengthening from a
ternary Mg-Nd-Ag compound. The preliminary work has
ahown a highly ordered transition precipitate with a
greater temperature range of stability than y" in Ng-Nd-Zn.
It is felt that further study on this alloy would be
desirable as the commercial use of the alloy, in spite
of the cost of silver, indicates that it has considerable
potential.
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APPENDIX I

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY OF THE HEXAGONAL CLOSE-PACKED SYSTEM

Planes and directions in c.p.h. crystals are usually
assigned indices based on either the.) or ~axis notation,
known as the Miller and Miller-Bravais systems respectively.
The method of derivation of these indices is shown in
Figure A.I.

The ) axis system is based on the three vectors
aa t aa and c, which define the unit cell. A plane is
defined by:

and a direction:

( UV\i') = aa U + ~ V + c''1 •

This system, however, has the disadvantage that equivalent
directions do not have the same mathematical form. For
example, the close packed directions on the basal plane
have indices [100] [110] and [010] (Figure A.l) •

The 4 axis system is based on the vectors aa, ~, as
and cf a} is redundant since -(8t +~) = a, •

A plane is defined as:

(hkil) = ~ + ~ + ~ + .£h k i 1
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and a direction

[uv tw ] = ~ u + ~ v + ~ t + C1v.

All the close packed directions on the basal plane

can be described by indices of the type [1120]. As
stated, a condition of the Hiller-Bravais system is that
-(h+k) = i and this has led to the use of'the 4 axis three
index method whez-eplanes are defined as (hkl). Trans-
formation of'indices from the ~ller to ~liller-Bravais
system is carried out as f'ollm'l's:

(i) Planes (HKL) = (hkl) and i = -(h+k)
(ii) Directions U = u-t, V = v-t, 1'1 = w

or
u = -!3(2U-V), v = !(2V-U), \'I = lv, t = -(U+V).

In general the indices of the directions perpendicular

to a plane are not the same as the plane itself. Important

exceptions occur ldth Miller-Bravais indices, where planes
with {hkiO} are normal to directions (hkiO) and (0001) is
normal to (0001]. In table A.l some l01~index planes and

directions are listed in terms o£ both ~liller and ~ller-

Bravais indices. The directions include the zone axes
£requently encountered in electron di£fraction.

The zone la,~applies to Miller-Bravais indices but

the redundant index must be retained, i.e.

hu + kv + it + 1w = O.
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The zone Law is expressed as

[Uvtl.,] ::
r, l~ ~

1, ka i, ,

011

ht ~ ~ I
hz. 1,i21 '
101

-~ 1'2 12 ,
1 1 0

ht l~ ~

~~i2
1,1 1

where (UV1V)and (uvtw') are the zone axes of planes ldth

indices (HKL) and (hkil).

The ~ller-Bravais system has been used throughout

the present wor-k and beLow are quoted several of the more

important relationships in the system:

The angle bet.weeri tl'l'O directions [u, v1 t, l~ ] and IUz va ta l"? ]

is given by

where "'A2= t(~J .
Similarly the angle between lattice planes is



( b)

a [0101
2 · .(a)

planeof pa per

a [2110]
. 1

FIG A.1 Indices of directions in (a) Miner

and (b) Miller - Bravais notati on

'.



TADLE 1. Indices of directions and planes

Directions

Miller indices Miller-Bravais indices
3 axes 4·o.xcs Indices (ltkil) of

plane normal to
4 index 3 index [u·vtw)

[UVlV) [uvttv ) [uv.tO)

001 0001 001 0001
uo 1120 110 1120010 T210 120 T210100 2nO 210 2ITO
031 T2Tl 121 12Tn 2>n>1012 1216 126 12T", n~8011 1213 123 121n 6>n>4
021 ~423 ~43 . 121.n 3>n>2
210 1010 100 )OTO120 OITO 0)0 0110TIO 1100 lIo rroo
211 1011 101 101"",2>n>1121 orrr on OITn 2>n>1
III TIOl III ltOn 2> n > 1
212 .1012 102 10Tn 4>n>3122 OlT2 012 OITn 4>11.>3IT2 IT02 IT2 ITOn 4>11.>3
4110 1230 120 1230310 5140 510 51402TO 5410 540 54TO311 5T43 5132T! 5413 54'3
411 72r.a 723 -3122

(Mil)
:MiIler-Brnvnis (lIKL)

indices MilleI' indices

Planes
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APPENDIX II

ALLOY COllPOSITIONS

The f'oLl.ow.i.n g is a list of the compositions of

alloys used in the creep exp er-Lmen-ts, Other alloys

used in the investigation have been analysed and the

compositions in most cases were confirmed to within
:t O.l~.

Composition

Atom % 'feight ~

JvIg - 0.4:9 Nd Mg - 2.64 Nd
Ng - 0..4:2Nd - 0.12 Zn Ng - 2..42 Nd - 0·32 Zn
Mg - o.lx8 Nd - 0.27 Zn Ng - 2.75 Nd - 0.72 Zn
Ng - 0.48 Nd - 0.47 Zn Mg - 2.74 Nd - 1.22 Zn
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